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THIS FINE BAND WON THE BELLE VUE CHAMPION­
SHIP ON SEPTEMBER 5th, 1953, PLAYING THEIR NEW 
SET OF " IMPERIALS " 
Congratulations to Mr. Ken Smith 
BOOSEY' & HAWKES LTD., Band Department, Instrument Division, Frederick Close, Stanhope Place, Marble Arch, London, W.2. Paddington 3091/4 
The Trombone of the Year-
THE .Bssa.n.. ' ACADEMY 401 ' 
* 
The following Bands are among 
those playing the 
"Academy 402." 








Here is illustrated the Trombone Section 
of yet another famous Band -
FAIREY AVIATION 
with their ' Academy 402 ' Trombones. 
It is today's leading Trombone and is 
the ideal instrument for solo or ensemble 
work-with perfect intonation throughout 
the register. More and more hands are 
playing the ' 402 '. You should write for 
full particulars ! 
�SSO./Z... & co. LTD., 15 WEST STREET, LONDON, w.c.2. 
NOW READY! 
TWO ITEMS THAT NO BRASS 
BAND SHOULD BE WITHOUT-
A new arrangement of 
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 
preceded by an original 
FANFARE 
for the whole band by 
FRANK WRIGHT 
Both the NATIONAL ANTHEM and the 
FANFARE may be played separately. 
Price 5/- per Sel 
* 
BOUNC ING B ALL 
Cornet Solo with Brass Band Accompaniment 
by EDRICH SIEBERT 
Per Set 7 /6 cornple1e Extra Paris Sd. 
Write for your copies today 
TEMPLE BAR 9018-9 
You do that 'DEAL' better if you deal with 
* 
NEW AND RECONDITIONED 
INSTRUMENTS 
BY ALL LEADING MAKERS 
The Only Address : 
'* 7Ne 0/d Rrn1. ·· 






PRICE LISTS OF 
ACCESSORIES 
TEL. BLACKFRIARS 5530 
4J CHAPEL STREET, SALFORD J, MANCHESTER 
FOR YOU WHO INSIST ON THE BEST 
PLATING 
OVERHAULS 
MAYERS AND HARRISON QUOTE : 
·•SERVICE WITII SATISFACTION '' 
In 






MAIN AGEN TS FOR: PREMIER DRU MS 
BOOSEY & HAWKES and BESSON INSTRUMENTS 
M U S I C I A N S  H AV E  C O N FI DE N C E  I N  T H E I R  I N STR U M E NTS A FTER B E I N G  S E RV I C E D  BY 
DATERS� HARRISON LTD. MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS ' 
207-215 GREAT JACKSON STREET, MANCHESTER, 15 
Phone : CE Ntral 3639 
THE BESSON 
CORNET - TRUMPET 
TUTOR 
by S. V. B A L F OU R  
16/8 (plus 9d. postage) 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloist• 
J. A. GREENWOOD 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
19 NORTHWOOD ")10AD, PRENTON, 
BIRKENHEAD 
Telephone: MOUNTWOOD 326' 
WALTER B. HARGREAVES 
Professor of cornet 
(Royal Marines School of Music) 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDICATO� 
34 VICTORIA ROAD, 
DEAL KENT. 
N O E L  T H O RPE 
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER A...,_ 
ADJUDICATOR 
20 BYRON A VENUE 




13, HOBSICK, BRlNSLEY, NOTTS. 
Teacher ol Theory and Harmony by Polit 
JOHN· FAULDS, M .B . E .  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY, 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
PUPILS PRIVATE oa POSTAL 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUIHiCATQR 
16 GRAHAM CRESCENT, 
FORFAR, ANGUS 
DAVID ASPINALL 
Musical Director, Ransome & Marles Works' Band 
(Late Conductor, Creswell Oolliery and Friary Brewer1 
Bands) 
BAND TEACHER, BAND AND Cl!ORAL 
CONTEST ADJUDICATOR 
"PRIORY VlEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD. 
NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. 
Tel.: Newart< 456·7·8·9 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
10 NUTFIELD ROAD. LEICESTER 
W. WOOD 
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Youn11 Bands a Soeciality 
6 COLBECK STREET, HANSON LANE, 
HALIFAX, YORKS. 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ASHBURN," ALLOA 
J. B O D D I C E  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
13 LAKE ROAD, WOODLANDS, 
DONCASTER. 
G. H. BICKNELL 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR 
"LOR ELY", 30 NUNEATON ROAD, 
BHLKINGTON, near NUNEATON. 
HAROLD BARKER 
(Spooial Tuition for Radio and Television A.rtist.8> 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Phone: E okln1ton 273 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass - Military - Orchestra 
7 COMMON LANE, SOUTHOWRAM, 
HALIFAX, Yorks. 
HAROLD MOSS 
L, R.A.M., A.R.C.M. ('Bandm.aswehi11) 
Musical Di.recl-Or, Leyland Motora Band 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
(Coach for Diploma Exams., eu:., by poet) 
Successes in various Oradeii of the B.C.M. 
Examinations includio11 B.a.odIDllj;tersbil> 
56 SANDY LANE, LEYLAND 
Nr. PRESTON, LANCS. 
Dr. DENIS WRIGHT 
CONDUCTOR, ADJUDICATOR & 
LECTURER. 
28 BRICKWALL LANE, RUISLIP, 
MIDDLESEX. 
'Phone : Ruislip 2463. 
DRAKE RIMMER 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD, 
KIRKCALDY 
""-r KIRKCALDY ZU 
2 WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. lst OCTO B E R, 1953. 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloi&t$ 
I• 
J. M. HINCHLIFFE 
l!.upboniurn Soloist !Late Black Dyke; B._> 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 




{ \"ICK&Rt>-ARMSTRONG8 LIMITBD) 
BARROW SHIPYARD SILVER BAND 
BAND TEAC HER AND ADJUDICATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BAlUW W -lN-FURNE SS 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
-, ,; B.B.C.M., L.G._S.M. 
;ii BAND TEACHER AND Al;)JUDICATOR 
:; :'.Arranger for Brass and Military Bands 
;·. Associates Teacher to the Bandsman's 
College of Music 
ROOM No. 9, 222/5 STRAND, 
LONDON, W .C.2. 
· .· ----------------
,. HARRY MOR,TIMER 
BAND '.J;'RAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
, .Office Address : 
·Cfo. B.B.C., LONDON, W.l. Tel. Museum 1633 
Private Address: 
17 PEMBRIDGE CRESCENT, LONDON, W.11 
Tel. Bayswater 1 129. 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET cOLOIST, BAND TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
PRIVATE PUPILS 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCS. 
Phone' BACUP 200 
REG. LITTLE 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, 
Rhyl Urban District Council 
IlETTWS PRIVATE HOTEL 
KINMEL BAY, N. WALES 
Phone: Rlf\'L fl>�7. 
TOM F. ATKINSON 
BraM lnstrumental Teacher, Citv of L��d3 
rmd City of Bradford Education Authoritita 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR. 
44 CROSSLEY STREET, GREAT HORTON, 
Tel., Bradford 71788. �RAQ.fORD, YoRx;s. 
FRANK BRAITHWAITE 
(Musical Director, Gomer.ral .Mills Ba"d), 
Late of Foden's and Horwich R.M.J. 
!:!AND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR, 
12 MOUNT Srar:ET CowLERSLEY, 
Near HUDDERSFIELD. 
t'hone : Milnsbridge 508. 
ALBERT E. BADRICK 
SAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR; 
65 EAGLE ROAD, BUCKHA VEN, 
FIFE, SCOTLAND. 
R. H. PENROSE 
Consultant and Tutor (Band Dept.) Devon 
County Education Authority 
JU..ND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" Exponent of Tone " 
(Over 35 years' successful tuition) 
45 MAGDALEN ROAD, EXETER 
HARRY RYDER 
L.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
13AND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOH 
4ssociated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music. 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony. 
Personal and Postal Lessons 
'.ferms: "ROSEMEDE," 614 MOOR ROAD, 
BESTWOOD, NOTTS. 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
F.T.C.L., A.R.l:.M., L.Mus.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
�AND VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
CONDUCTOR, COMPOSER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Author of " Viva Voce Questions" lor Brass 
?!and Examination Candidates 
/USOCiated Teacber to the Bandsman's College 
or Music 
Compositions revised and scored if desired 
Spec ial Arrangements scored for bax;ids 
Specialist Coach for all Band D1 ploma1 
Succe&ses iocl�e A.B.C.M. and B.B.C.M. 






BCM/B ATON, LONDON, W C.1. 
J. W. REED 
BAND TEACHER - CORNET SOLOIST -
ADJUDICATOR. 
(Late St Hildas, Brigbouse & Rastrick, 
Luton.) 
1\.rranging, Scoring, Copying, Concerts, 
Broadcasts, Contests. 
180 WELLESLEY ROAD, 
ILFORD, ESS�X . 
J. A. HUGHES 
BAND TEACHER and CONDUCTOR 





Contests Judged on Right Lines 
27 FORTH STREET, DYSART, FIFE. 
WILLIAM RUSHWORTH 
Conductor, Teacher and Adjudicator 
92 BELLAMY DRIVE, 
ST ANMORE, MID DX. 
Tel., Wordsworth 2911. 
ENOCH JACKSON 
L.C.S.M. 
Principal Trumpet-Scattish )lationa.I Orchestra 
MIN OR ADVE R T I S E MEN TS 
20 words 5/-. 2/· for each additional 10 word&. Remittances must accompany adver· 
tisement. and reach us by the l4fth of the m onth. For Box address at our Office count six 
words, and add 6d. for forwardinc of replies. This rate does not apply to Trade Adverts. 
IIERJ3ERT BROOKES, the celebrated Comettist -
{late of Wingates) is now open for eugagcmeots 
as Soloist, Teac her, or Adjud1cator.-The Library, 
Parrin Lane, VViuton, :vtanchcster. 
I) SMITH, Solo Cornet,  Brass Band Trainer and Adjudicator, �. is open to teach or Judge anywhere. Terms:­
,, Beaumont/' Scarborough Road, f\.luston, Filey, Yorks. 
]_.,DWIN BALDWIN, BA/>. D TEACHER AMJ ADJUDI 1-,:-IE ALEXA:o;DEf{ OWEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ..4 CA TOR, 68 Ardtru Aveuuc, l>•wley, \\elhugtuu, FU.KD. Full details rf"garding Examuicttions can be Shrop�hae. 
uvLJ.ined fro1n the Secretary, �lr. L. HAI<. PER, l Doris Street, -------- -�- ------ --'­
Moston, Manchester. r f!E BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF �IUS!C.-All inquiries 
should be made to the Secretary, Mr. HARRY RYDER, !..! AND of the ARGYLL. AND SUTHERLAND HIGH- "l<oscmede," lil4 Moor J{oad, Bestwood, Nalls. 
-] )RmifsING YOUNG CORNET PLAYERS required for 
U LA)IIJEJ{S requires players, and Boys, 15 l 7t. Apply 
BANDMASTER, Redford Barracks, Edinburgh. (11) BANDSMEN WANTED, all instrument>. Work found for 
DraughtsllleJJ, \.\'elders, Turners, Iloilcrrnakers Labourers 
at Anglo-Iranian Oil Refinery. No shiftwork. Apply HOO 
SILVER BA1'U, "Irene," 12 Main Road, Hoo Rocbester Kent. ' (�-� ROYAL ARTILLERY
 BAND, Woolwicb. Doubling 
piano or violin preferred Uul not essential. Musical duties only 
Apply PIRECTOR OF MUSIC, Royal Artillery, Woolwich 
S.E.18. 
KMi'GJNG:- - C01'JPOSJTIONS HAR�JO:S ISED A SCUl\ED, REVlSElJ !or puLJicatiou. Pia.no Pa1tf 
transposed. First-eh�� work. - CHAS. A. COOl-'El<., lt 
Colun1hia Strt'et, Huthwaitc, Notts. 
M.Y. I' 3-10 VIVA VOCE" Quc>tio11s and Answers Books 
5/-. Vacancif's for Postal Pupils; unequalled successes 
ALFRED ASHPOLE, Bishop's Stortford, Herts. 
FOR SALE-Cheap. Reconditioned POLICE UNI!'ORMS 
red trimlllings. �j Tunics, j() prs. Tronscrs, �:? Caps, tO 
Belt,;. Alw complete Conductor's Outfit. Apply : R: S 
ALDERSOJ\, Secretary, Grimethorpc Colliery Band, Grnne 
thorpe Colliery, near J3;(msley. 
I ) AND ROYAL SCOTS GREYS. Capable musicians required ) on the following Instruments: SOLO CORNET and 
ECPHOK!UM players, all rouud DRUM?vlER. Good prospects 
for pro1notion, plus a sound 1nusical education. 1'ilus1cal duties 
only. Apply: Mr. D. TURNER, Bandmaster, 6Sth Regt. 
R.A.C., Catterick, Yorks. 
N OW R EADY 
The 1954 joy Book 
containing complete solo cornet parts of 
all pieces in the 
1954 LIVERPOOL JOURNAL 
together with synopses of the four contest 
pieces 
Price 2/6 post free 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St. Liverf>ool 6 
Bernd Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
JOHN BALDWIN 
LG.l.M., B.B.O.M. 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR 
ASPER STREET, NETHERFIELD, 
NOTTINGHAM. 
'Phone : 58704. 
CECIL PEACOCK 
HOUIBRIDGE CONTEST COMMITTEE. CTIAi\IPION· 
SHIP QUARTETTE CONT).CST of the North ul Eng· land will be held in the Parish Hall, Holtnbritlge, Saturday, 
Nuveu1ber 2lst, J 953. Adjudicator, Mr. Tom Atkinson. lst 
Prize, 50 Gns. Challenge Cup rtncl CJO; i11d, :20 G11s. Cup and £.} ; 3rd, .£3; 4th, £�. Speual prize for Best Junior Quartettc, 
and Cup for Conductor. Test-piece "Own Choice." Entrance 
foe 5/- Schedules from the Secretary, D. BROADHEAD, Yew Tree, Ho1mbridge, lluddcrsficld. 
BAND OF THE ROYAL HORSE GUARDS (The Blues). 
Vacancies exist for the follo\\.'ing instrun1e11talists: 
FLUTE, CLARINETS and BASSOON, CORr\ET, TENOR 
TROMBONE, EUPHONIUM, BBb BASS. First-class instn1-
menta1ists only can be considered for direct enJistrnent re­
enlistment or transfer. Apply for audition to DIRECTOR OF 







* For the benefit of Bandmasters who wish to 
teach quickly and thoroughly, we have prepared 
FULL SCORES for the following pieces :-
" Oberon " (Overtu re) - - 7 /-
"Dance of the H ou rs (Ponchie/li) - 7/-
" M oments With Wagner " - - 7 /-
"The Chieftain " 7 /-
These will be the Contest Pieces for 1954. 
We are pleased to announce that these Scores are 
produced excellently. As regards clearness and style 
they are equal to pre-war productions. 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool 6 
DAILY HERALD NATIONAL BRASS BAND 
TEACHER, CONDUCTOR & ADJUDICATOR. CHAMPIONSHIP OF GREAT BRITAIN 
Brass Instrument Ttacher to tht Durham I n S , Education Authorities. '7 .. ----
6 CHARLES STREET, EASlNGTON T Es T p I E c E 
COLLIERY, Co. DURHAM. 
HARRY HEYES 
CONDUCTOR, BAND TRAINER, AND 
ADJUDICATOR. 
Address: 797 ALUM ROCK ROAD, 
WARD END, BIRMINGHAM, 8. 
WILLIAM SKELTON 
Musical Director, Falmouth Town Band 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
ROCK HAVEN, HIGHFIELD ROAD, 
FALMOUTH, CORNWALL. 
Tel. Falmouth 1415. 
FRED .. J. ROBERTS 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Musical Director Camborne Town Band 
16 NORTH PARADE, 
CAMBORNE, CORN\\' ALL 
Telephone : Camborne 2 16 1. 
CYRIL I. YORATH 
B.B.C.M. 
!.saoc>ated Teacher to the Bandsmen-. Colle&"e of Mu••• 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
SANKEY'S CASTLE WORKS 
WELLINGTON SHROPSHIRE 
Phone: 500 Wettin1tan, Shropshire. 
ROBT. TINDALL 
A.B.C.M., L.R.S.M. 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's C ollegt 
of Music. 
Postal and Personal Coaching for B.C.M. 
Candidates. 
Choral and Band Coach and Adjudicator. 
I MELROSE A VENUE, LOW FELL, 
GATESHEAD, Co. Durham. 
Tel. : 75843. 
GEORGE HESPE 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., 
A DJUD I C A T O R  
24 LINSCOTT ROAD, SHEFFIELD 
E. J. HARTSHORN 
A.L.C.M., A.MUS.V.C.M. 
PUPILS PREPARED FOR B.B.C.l\I. 
THEORY AND PRACTICAL. 
Terms : THE WILLOWS, AN.'.\SCROFT, 
NR. SHREWSBURY. 
DAN HODGSON 
BRASS BAND JODGE 
Lifetime's experience with th e best 
bands in England. 




"DIADEM OF GOLD" 
OVERTURE 
by G. BAILEY, arr. FRANK WRIGHT 
PRICES 
SHORT SCORE 2/6 (post. 3d.) 
Full Sco re 10/6 (Post. 4d.) 
12/6 (Post. 5d.). 
Band Parts (25) 
Extra Solo Cornet 1/-; Other parts 9d. each. 




16 Complete Solo Cornet (Conducto r) 
Copies of 
Celebrated Cornet Solos and Duets 
CONTENTS 
M y  Old Kentucky 
H ome 
H ai l storm 
La Bel l e  Americaine 
Pretty Jane 
H y patia 
M e rry Go Round 
B i rds of Parad ise 
Scenes That Are 
Brightest 
Bravura 





Fleu r  de Lis 
Two Comrades 
(Duet) 
Arizona Bel l e  
Price 2 I 6 Post Free 
WRIG H T  & ROUND 
34 E rsk ine Street, Liverpool, 6 
S TILL THE BES T TU TOR 
FOR VALVE INSTRUM ENTS 
THE COMPLETE METHOD 
For Cornet, H o rn, Euphonium, 
Baritone and Bombardon 
Containing 64 pages of Complete Scales, Exercises and 
Studies by the following celebrated Teachers, Composers 
and Artistes :-John Hartmann, W. Rimmer, A. Owen, 
F. Durham, G. F. Birkenshaw, W. Paris Chambers, J. S. 
Cox, F. Branie. W. Weide. and T. H. Rollinson. 
Includes an exhaustive table of a.II the graces which 
occur in the works of the Great Masters, with the 
read in& of same as exemplified by celebrated artistes. 
BAND TEACHER, LECTURER & SOLOIST 
PARK GATE HOTEL, 1-3 PARK GATE 
GLASGOW C.3 
(LATE CONDUCTOR S.C.W.S.) 
TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR. 
16 CROSS STREET, GRIMETHORPE, 
BARNSLEY, YORKS. 
PRICE 8/6 POST FREE 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., LIVERPOOL 6 
Tel: DOUGLAS 0810 
SENSA.TIONA 
OFFER I 
Smart and Attractive 
U NIFOR MS 
From Only 
f5f 5f. 
Per Suit (Jacket & Trousers) 
These are converted from part-worn ex-police Uniforms, 
renovated and altered to ind ividual measu rements. 
THEY ARE REALLY ASTOUN DING VALUE. Send NOW 
for �ange of samples and Prices. Many p leasing designs availa ble. 
ARMY & N AVY SUPPLY STORE S 
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF ATTRACTIVE UNIFORMS 153 P RA E D  STR E ET, PADD I NGTO N ,  L O N D O N ,  W.2 Telephone : Telecrams • PADdlnrton 10&6!67 "Caah " P'addinrton 11>66." London , W:l. 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE NOTES 
The " Daily Herald " \i\Test of England Arca 
Committee held its Annual General Meeting 
recently and reported another �uccessful year, 
despite the serious drop in entries in the fourth 
section. There is a small credit balance. All 
officers were re-elected, and the Committee 
look forward to another successful conte�t in 
1954 with increases in entries. 
Hereford City, members of the Glo'shire 
Association. have had a very busy season. The 
engagements included two concerts on August 
Sunday and Monday, at Cheltenham, Kingleton 
;'\gricultural Show on August 28th and Kendele 
TheatTe, September 6th., · 
�ailsworth and Horsley Silver, I understand, 
are competing at the Oxford Contest to be 
held on Salun..lav, October 3rd. 
Association News : I understand that a 
General Meeting has been called for September 
26th, when arrangements will ·be made for 
holding the Annual Autumn Festival. I hope 
to be able to report on this in the next issue. 
WESTERN STAH.  
STOCKPORT NOTES 
musical "ping," it is neither united nor clear, 
nor musical. There can be no good brass band 
playing without a clear, clean, and convincing 
use of lhe tongue, and a teacher can never be 
loo careful on this point. In our time we have 
known bands to lose a really good attack, simply 
because they had lost a bandmaster who paid 
great attention to tone production, and got one 
in his place who did not see the importance of 
the matter. 
A well-known teacher who was called in to 
give a band a lesson for a contest was asked by 
the bandmaster of the band to " take them 
through the piece." " But," said he. when telling 
us, " I could not do it. The production of every 
note offended me, in some cases I could hear the 
wind whistling through the instrument long 
before the tone came. I could not get beyond the 
opening movement." 
Bands that have a great many engagements 
and few contests are prone to get into a lazy 
habit of tongueing imperceptibly. It creeps in 
upon them almost unknown, if not entirely so, 
and they are surprised and resentful when any­
one points the matter out. 
Bands with a name forget that a style may 
deteriorate, and what was good may become bad 
if not watched with great care. \Ve are as much 
against the brittle spitting of notes as anyone 
can be, but every good note comes from the 
tongue. There must always be just enough, and 
no more, tongueing. But there must always be 
The month of September has been a very some. It cannot be done without. 
interesling one for Stockport bandsmen, insofar,- And it is because so many bands have for­
that we 'have had the Champions of New Zea- gotten the fact that there is so much unsafe 
land amqngsl us; their victory at Edinburgh and playing, and so much poor tone, lacking in 
Belle Vue, plus a splendid show at the Town brightness and resonance. 
Hall, has given us all some very pleasant 
memories to hold, I'm sure we are all in favour � --------------------. 
of wishing them " Bon Voyage," on their way 
home. 
Then of course, there are our own Champions, 
Faireys, who played perfect at Belle Vue, to be 
placed second. The ovation given to them at the 
end was· a memorable one. l don't think I have 
known of one so prolonged. They are an 
outstanding band, and we are certainly proud 
of them. 
By the time this issue is out, we shall know 
the result of the Contest at Altrincham. Our 
representative, Mirrlee's \,Vorks Band are re­
hearsing very strongly and are playing a good 




Twenty-five new and original solos 
for Te nor Trombone, with 
instructions on the playing of same 
By W. RIM MER 
A Splendid Book for Home Practice 
Thla book has been adopted by the Bandsman '1 
Collece of Music for their Examinations. 
Price Post Free 
WRIG H T  & ROUND 
34 E rskine Street, Liverpool. 6 
" Attack." It is a magic word in brass band 
playing, and, owing to the present desire for 
" Sing me Lo sleep "pieces, bands are losing their ·---------------------
attack. They want to play without using the BRA SS BAND TUNING tongue at all, and in consequence lhe tone be-1 comes nasal and nasty. Ko doubt that in the. 
old days attack was carried a bit too far, and I 
ponderous effects on struck notes were praised 
far beyond their due. And now, the reaction. 
The middle course is best. All or none is a poor 
policy. We all know the soloist who plays nice,• 
oh, so nice, in p. passages, bul who will not 
play at all in ff. He is very pretty in sweet, 
smooth, soft songs, and his attack is just suffi­
cient for that kind of thing. Unfortunately all 
the rest of the band look upon him as a model to 
imitate, and apply his soft methods of tonguc-1 ing to the playing of heavy tuttis, and the result 
1s lamentable. Kotes here and there am missecl, 
and all is unsafe and unmanly. \�·hen a united 
accent should ue made wilh a clean, clear 
I 
A thoroug h l y  exhaustive treatise on 
Tuning as applied to a Brass Band. 
An extreme l y  useful booklet for 
Bandmasters, and of interest to 
all Bandsmen. 
$ 
A series of articles reprinted from 
the ·· Brass Band News," now issued 
in booklet form, in a handy size 
for the pocket. 
P rice TW O 
WRIGHT & 
S H I LL I N G S  
ROU ND 





" Mirella " 
" Norma" 
"William Tell " 
" Barber of Seville " 
" Recollections of Balfe " 
" ,, Weber" 
" ,, England " " ,, I re land " 
" Convivial Songs " 
" Gems of Scotia " 
" A Casket of Gems " 
" Gems of Evergreen Melody " 
" Down on the Mississippi " 
P rices : 20 parts, 7 /6; 
Fantasia-" The Spirit of Youth" 
Waltz-" Sum;hine and Roses " 
Sheet-Celebrated N ational 
Melodies. 
FANTASIAS 
"The Call of Youth " 
" Hiawatha" 
" Autumn Echoes " 
" Carnival of Flowers " 
" Scenes of Beauty " 
"' Over the Hills " 
" H appy Memories " 
" In Days of Old " 
"The Bohemians" 
" Maid of O rleans " {" Hereward " 
" Panda's Picnic " 
OVERTURE 
" Rule, Britannia " 
Extra parts, Sd. each 
Waltz-" Cornflowers and 
Poppies" 
Waltz-" Shades of Evening " 
P ri<:es : 20 parts, 6/6; Extra parts, 4d. each 
March-" Victo r's Return " 
March-" Come Bac k  to E rin" 
March-" Caractacus " 
" Paul & Vi rginia " (Duet Po 
,,..__ro 
P rices : 20 parts, 4/- ; Extra parts, ld. each 
1���WRIGHT & ROUND���1 
3'-1 ERSKINE ST., LIVEUPOOL, 6 
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WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAN D NEWS. 
l st OCTO B E R ,  1953. 
���������������������� ·ery enjoyable holiday in Rhyl. On August 
YORK & NORTH EAST RI DING Jth the Band played at the Moonlighl Gala ;rganised by the Rhyl Publicity Association, 
md a letter of thanks and appreciation has been 
1l v 10 1 l Septem _ ·eceived from the Publicity Manager, who Supt< bcr 5th, l!)i\3-Bc e uc 5 - � complimented the band on the choice of music 
bcr (h;>1 1pionsh1p . \\'hat a _day
 it was, anothe
n
r upon 
clav ,. h will l ive in our mmds as long as eve 
_ 1layed for the occasion. Before commencing 
t . - ,,tcnary Contest. I do hope the Belle. 
up ur winter's rehearsals the band are at the 
th me streS
1'1oment having a short holiday, but we are 
\ ue management keep the prize money e sa
 
• nex 
tl1ere is no doubt about it , it makes all 
the ' oking forward to some good allendances grad urin <: the winter, and to be able to reorganize 
difference to lhis great event. . mem. 
Tlie test-piece , though n. ot as 
stiff as others ue L d for future engagements. The new 
bi k b t t as knmbmm• ree have several applications for the have been, had ils stumbling oc -s . u 
1 w, t 
also full of lovely melody. I expect this acco_ �rnt-
s an<anc' >ervices during the next few months. If 
eel for so many ou lstanding performances. Each
 N,r , co late may I remind Military Band fans 
b d se to the occasion, and l do thmk tho
se agai ' Oe contest to be held at Rhyl on Saturday, 
)'��n:olads in the Uesses o '  th' Barn Band c\.ndeiroctober; the secretary informs me that the {leserYe special I>raise ; their youth had one n ittee.ries are quite good. Also on the same day 
\\·ondcring at thetr ages . 
t�ese ; N.W.B.B. Association are holding their 
To me the performance of the day was that of 
b uld ' Annual Contest at Llandudno; what a pity 
Dyke. Alex Mort imer . had ev.ery
one spell- Ulell' it both contests clash. Several members of 
bound throughout, I still feel it was. never /
It J band paid their annual visit to Belle Vue 
beaten . However, we were not the ad1.u
dicators, o Ll ' the September contest, and thoroughly 
1 1 heir decision was greeted enthusiastically ; firm
ajoyed themselves, and I personally had the an�
r the second lime in its life the £2,000 Gold " he:(lasure of meeting several friends who had �?ro�hy goes down under. I ' m  sure the N_ew hard 'f)n holidaying in Rhyl." 
Zealanders will long remember the rcceptwn kept' + + + 
they got when lhe awards were announced ; a.nd hB
�s
n• Mr. D. :CVIACKEY of Whaley Bridge, writes : s o  wtll we gladly remember the scene wluch WI 1 'd bl' 
followed that announcement . Minutes .passed play. l
a ey Bn ge Pu ic have been more than 
th true •<;:ased to give a hearty welcome to Mr. F .  by without any sign of someone to receive e wer�akley, of New Zealand.  Mr. Oakley is the trophies from the Lord Mayor of Manc.
hester. 
D nductor of the Lyttelton Marine Band in Then it happened at the back of Kmg s Hall vew Zealand and the purpose of his visit to 
that about 12 of the New Zealanders started a ��e:haley Bridge was to bring good wishes to the 
Maori dance, and anolher party took over .at the ·lla'.rents of two Whaley Bridge bandsmen who entrance where the bands enter to play m the w
l 
e . lo::ently emigrated there, and are now playing 
contest . Yes, something unusual, but we o. !J,, Mr. Oakley's band.  They are Russell Bennett 
\Ve have he�rd' s01�e'�, dismal Jimmies " (who, and Johnny Logan. Mr. Oakley, or Fred as we 
by the way, know very little about brass bands ) now know him, has proved to be very popular 
bemoaning-and in some cases gloatmg over- whilst he has been with us and he has been 
the fact that a band from New Zealand came taking our band at most of the rehearsals. He 
over and " swept the boards " at the Edinburgh has had a wide and varied career. He came to 
and Belle Vue Contests, but our first class bands England in 1936 to widen his musical knowledge, 
need not be unduly perturbed over their having playing in several army bands, and was for a 
b een beaten by the New Zealand band. vVe have time under Capt. Dunn when he was with the 
no desire in any way to detract from the ment East Surrey Regt. Band. Mr. Oakley went to 
of the r . z .  band's performance ; we have not the Belle Vue September contest and was, of 
the slightest doubt that they well and truly course, delighted that the New Zealand Band 
won lhe two contests, in fact, their success does won, but he tells me the standard of all the 
not surprise us in the least, after hearing their English bands was very high. At a farewell party 
contesting combination as distinct from the in our village, Fred thanked all who had helped 
full touring band ; but it must not be forgotten to make his stay in Vlhaley Bridge so pleasant, 
that all the bandsmen in the touring band are with a special word for Mr. and Mrs. Bennett, 
picked players from the best bands in �ew Russell's father and mother." 
Zealand ; they have all won prizes at solo 
contests, and many of them have been champ­
ions on their own particular instruments .at the 
National Contests in New Zealand. Bemg all 
first-class players therefore, when the twenty­
four best out of the full band are chosen to form 
a contesting combination, the result is bound to 
be a tip top band. 
* * * 
vVhat kind of a band would one expect to 
hear when championship soloists are playing 
3rd cornet, 2nd horn, 2nd baritone, and other 
minor parts ? The answer is obvious, and that 
(plus the fact that the conductor is a v_ery 
experienced musician who has won many .pnzes 
with his own band in New Zealand) ,  is the 
reason why the band won the two contests. We 
see nothing to be dismayed about in the fact 
that they won ; we can only speculate as to 
what would happen if our own " all star " 
band, or any other band of players picked 
from the best bands in the U .K ., went to New 
Zealand, and the twenty-four best players 
amongst them were chosen to compete at 
contests there. Meanwhile, we wish the N .Z. 
Band " Bon Voyage," and a safe return to their 
homes. 
----+----
C 0NC0 RDS AND DISCORD S 
MISSIONER writes : " Arrangements for 
the annual weekend for South Street (Hammer­
smith) Mission Band are now almost complete. 
The dates are October 24th and 25th, and the 
following guest arlistes will appear in the 
Salurday evening concert, which is timed to 
commence at 7 o'clock :-Mrs. Eleanor Beebe 
(soprano) from Keighley, Josephine Cowlin 
(elocution), and Ronald Nunn (piano-accordion ) .  
Mr. Philip Catelinet will preside. The weekend 
events will take place in the well-appointed 
hall in Macbeth Street, Hammersmith, three 
minutes walk from Hammersmith Broadway, 
and Mr. Eric Ball will conduct the Sunday 
evening service, commencing at 6-30, followed 
by a short musical epilogue." 
+ + -+ 
Mr. E. WATSON writes : "May I, as late 
bandmaster of Eccles Borough, make a few 
comments on the letter from their Secretary, 
Mr. E. J .  Piercy, which you published last 
month ; and which in my opinion, leaves little 
doubt to whom some of his remarks are directed. 
May I say first of all, that neither I, nor as far 
as I am aware, any member of my present band, 
were responsible for the comments of your 
correspondent ' Eccles Cake ' of which Mr. 
Piercy complains ; nor am I aware of the 
identity of the individual he alleges has 
threatened to break up his band. If Mr. Piercy 
really wishes to trace the source of these alle­
gations re imported players, I would suggest he 
looks nearer home, where he will most likely 
find what he is looking for amongst some of the 
talkative members of his own band. If these 
allegations are all untrue, why not make a 
straightforward denial, instead of dragging in 
a lot of red herrings, which have nothing to do 
with the matter ? I would respectfully remind 
Mr. Piercy, that but for my loyalty to Eccles 
Band during those difficult years, long before 
he first came on the scene, when I taught scores 
of young players, and trained my own soloists, 
he would most likely have no band to worry 
him, or Mr. Bradshaw to conduct. The only 
cause for jealousy I can think of, is that on 
leaving Eccles after 26 years service, I soon built 
up a decent band in another district, wilh more 
than half its members my own pupils. I am 
of course, not apologizing for ' Eccles Cake ' ; 
that gentleman should be able to speak for 
himself ; and may I say for the benefit of those 
concerned, apart from these few remarks, I 
have no intention of being drawn into personal 
controversies by Mr. Piercy, or anyone else." 
-+ + + 
Mr. G. H .  GRIFFITHS, secretary of Rhyl 
Silver writes : " The band have just completed 
a very successful season on the Promenade 
Bandstand, having been playing each evening 
(Thursdays excepted) and twice on Sundays, 
frr l.'1- 23rd May to the 13th Sept . ,  and with a 
� iu�e... v-xceptions due to unfavourable weather 
- �i1 1.,;v · "e fulfilled all programmes. During the 
J ;;<di \"e have been very pleased to meet once 
... + + 
STACCATO writes : " I understand that 
Potterspury have now been able lo obtain 
uniforms, although not new ones, and this has 
added to their enthusiasm. Progress is still being 
maintained under Mr. Atkirrs, and no doubt we 
shall see and hear more of them next season. I 
would suggest that they affiliate to the Oxford 
Association, and so come into contact with other 
bands of similar grade and circumstances." 
+ + + 
Mr. REG. L .  SIMS, late secretary of Radstock 
Silver, writes : " Having left my native home 
town of Radstock, and taken up residence in 
Bristol, I have returned to my old love of 
brass banding, and have become a member 
of the Fishponds British Legion Silver Band. 
I must say I have greatly enjoyed playing with 
this combination. The rehearsals, under the 
musical director Mr. Alwyn G. Lloyd, are most 
interesting and enjoyable, and it is very obvious 
that Mr. Lloyd took full advantage of the 
tuition and training he received from the late 
Mr. J. C .  Dyson. There are quite a number 
of very good young players attached to the 
band,  and if these lads wish to become good 
bandsmen, they have only to follow the example 
set by a few of the older members. A B .B.C. 
audition has been arranged, and quite a number 
of local engagements have to be fulfilled ; 
owing to this the Oxford Contest cannot be 
attended, but with another good ·winter's 
practice, under Mr. Lloyd, Fishponds British 
Legion will be much heard of in the near future." 
+ + + 
Mr. J. L .  SELLARS, secretary of Thorne 
Colliery Silver, writes : " May I, through the 
columns of your paper, thank Mr. J. Atherton, 
musical director, Manchester C .\"l.S . Band, on 
behalf of members of the above band for allow­
ing us to visit the C.W.S . band's fmal rehearsal 
on the morning of Belle Vue Contest, also the 
members of the C.W.S. for their generous 
welcome, especially to the Len boys of our 
learners' class ranging from 9 to 15 years who 
were very thrilled to hear a really first class band 
rehearse ; the boys, under the guidance of Mr. 
Billy Eltis, their tutor, and myself, were attend­
ing their first Belle Vue Contest and words 
cannot express the thrill they received, it really 
gave them a great incentive to try harder in the 
future. We have had a rather lean period during 
the past two years but we do look forward to 
better days and hope to regain some of the 
successes Thorne Band had before the war, but 
it's a long hard road to build up and it ·will 
mean a lot of effort and hard work for everyone 
concerned. We have now reformed our Ladies' 
Committee and they intend to help the band 
in every way. Here in Thorne Park we have 
had a good summer season of band concerts and 
we had the pleasure of hearing Black Dyke, 
Brighouse & Rastrick, Creswell Colliery, Fricldey 
and several others and I had many interesting 
chats with such personalities as Mr. Alex 
Mortimer and J. Wood of Dyke, Mr. Hespe and 
Mr. Teasdale of Creswell and J. Hickman of 
Brighouse. For a small place, we can really 
thank our local council for their enterprise in 
engaging such bands and all being well we 
certainly look forward to a return visit next 
summer." 
+ + + 
•0 n s veral bandsmen who were enjoying their 
holidays in Rhyl, several new faces, here for the 
first time, others here year after year, and on 
our last day on the bandstand we were very 
pleased indeed to welcome Mr. George Shaw­
cross, solo cornet player of Clayton Aniline, 
who very kindly assisted us on the last Sunday 
of the season ; we sincerely hope he has had a 
Mr. W .  E. ASH\"IORTH, manager of Roch­
dale Brass Band Festival, October 24th, writes : 
" Up to the time of writing, entries for tbe above 
Festival are coming in with strong represent­
ations from Lancashire, Yorkshire and Cheshire . 
This year's Festival will be adjudicated by Mr. 
Harry Mortimer, and he is assured of a very 
warm welcome from the people of this town and 
also the visiting bandsmen. Prior to the Festival 
I have arranged a Grand Parade of those bands 
who are taking part in the Festival, and I do 
hope Secretaries will please take due note of 
the commencement of this Parade, 1-30 p .m. 
There will be a big display by the leading Trade 
Firms, which no doubt will be a popular side 
with those attending ; there will also be a run­
ing buffet from 1-30 p.m. If you intend to visit 
' Rochdale's Big Festival ' get your tickets early. 
In the evening at 7-30 p.m. I have arranged a 
concert, lo be given by the Fairey Aviation 
\Vorks band conducted by Mr. Harry Mortimer. 
Already there is a big demand for tickets and I 
should advise bandsmen intending visiting 
Rochdale for this concert to obtain their tickets 
as early as possible. Coach parties will be 
catered for. Admission : Reserved seats, 6/-. 
4/6, 3/6 ;  unreserved seats 2/6." 
REVO writes : "Whi lst rehearsing for the 
H i rmingham & Di strict Bra.ss Band Assoc­
iation contest, Revo Electnc Works band 
had a surprise visit from Arthur Doyle, late 
of :Yiunn & Felton and Luton bands, who 
has now taken an appointment with the 
City of  Birmingham Orchestra. Birmingham 
is not far from Tipton , so they hope that he 
will pay more vi sits .  The band are very 
pleased with their perfor:r:nances and m 
bringing the trophy from Rinningham to the 
Black Country for the first time, are w<;ll 
sati sfied.  The recent broadcast h as agam 
brought in many letters of appreciation and 
they are now getting down to work for tl1e  
Oxford contest. News has been received that 
they have another broadcast, and with more 
Sunday Concerts to complete , are stiJJ bus�'" 
They will also take part in the Reva Elec�nc 
Sports ancl S oc i al Club's annual vari ety 
night and presentations evening . "  
+ + • 
SQUARE DEAL writes : "As a member of 
the contest committee of  the Fairford Band 
Contest . held in July, my attention has been 
drawn to the complaints of  borrowed players 
in some of the competing bands there. l n  
every instance the complaining bands have 
stated their case to one of  the local Band 
Press Correspondents instead of abiding by 
the rules of the contest and making it to 
llte contest committee, which would immed­
iately have taken necessary action to enql!-ire 
into the rights of each individual complamt . 
ls it that the ones who complain are 'tarred 
with the same brush ' ? Having restarted the 
contest this year after a l apse of  some four­
teen yea1's , we had to start from scratch, 
almost all th e pre-war committee being no 
longer with us, and no records avail.able 
upon which to work. But the committee 
were unani mous in their desire to give all 
competing bands a square deal , so far as 
was in our power, hence we would have 
welcomed any concrete evidence of  the 
existence of borrowed players, Some of  us 
are fairly well acquainted with the member­
ship of a number of the competing bands, 
but no one can hope to know all of  them, 
coming as t.hey did from such a wide radius.  
As the contest committee has not yet met 
again ,  I am unable to forecast what the 
decision may be in regard to the adoption 
of National R ules for next year's contest, 
but, as 'Trombone' remark s ,  the] would 
undoubtedly hel p ,  even though, to quote 
'Glevum,'  Lhere are occasional breaches even 
in contests run under those rules . "  
+ + + 
COM MONER writes : "Stanley Common 
and District Silver ( Derbyshire) , have now 
completed their Reason's engagements which 
included park concerts at Derby , Heanor, 
and Ilkeston ,  also Garden P arties, Shows, 
etc . There have been a few upsets which 
h ave been ov ercome and the committee are 
very grateful for help given by other bands­
men . A good number of young players have 
taken p art ; Mr. Moon, bandmaster, is quite 
pleased with the progress of these lads, and 
is setting out for a good winter's practice.  
We wish him the best of  luck ! "  
+ • • 
:\Ir. E .  G. TWEEDY, manager of the Rury 
Annual Gontest, writes : "We are pleased to 
report that we are now in the advanced 
stages of  the organisation of  the Bury con­
test and everyth ing is running smoothly. 
It had been i ntended to run the contest 
1m<lor National Contest Registration Rules, 
but owing to the l ack of  entries on the elate 
upon which bands were compelled to have 
their players registered-we had only five 
entries-we dPcicled for safety's sake to drop 
th e registration, and one or two amendments 
to the rnles became necessary. \Ve have, 
we hope, made one rule which sfi.ould go 
towards the elimin ation of borrowing players 
from top r:l ass bands ; this is the point which 
we feel is the most irksome to bands in 
general . Since sending out the amendments , 
entries have been coming along quite well 
and we expect that we shall this  year , have 
a good entry, and fi nally a good contest. I 
have been i nformed by Mr.  J. Ellison of  
Cadishead band,  that they have harl to 
cancel their contest this year owing to 
insufficient entri es.  This must be a big 
blow to l\Ir.  Ellison and his hard working 
committee, partic ularly when we remember 
how well the contest has been organised 
in the past. We all of  us at the Bury 
organisati on, sincerely hope that they h(lve 
not snffcrecl a loss fi nancially as a result of 
the cancellation. We hope, Mr. Ellison ,  
that w e  shal l see you ancl your committee 
hn.ck with all your fighting spirit next year. 
Referring to our proposed brass band con• 
certs, we have now decided that the concert 
in which our contest winners will, we hope, 
be featured, is not to take place until Feb­
ruary, 1954.  The other one is to go forward, 
and will be helcl in the Cinema Royal , Bury, 
on Sunday afternoon, Sth December, and 
we are to book the Fairey Aviation Works 
band with Ken Smith (everybody knows 
what he is without quoting) anrl Jdwal 
Jones, tenor vocalist. We on our part will 
look forward to promoting this effort, and 
we ask all who may possibly attend ,  to bear 
the date in mind . Further details of  this 
will be published in due course. The Ains­
worth hand h ave started their re-organising 
under their capable secretary, Mr. V. 
Brar1clock , who has been with the band for 
over a quarter of a century, and has 
occupied every office the band h as to offer . 
I might a.rlcl here too, that he has a very 
capable wife who behind the scenes, gives 
him every assistance with his secretarial 
d nties , anrl is herself secretary of the Ladies' 
Committee. :\fr. W .  Chri stie of  Bury, h as 
been appointed bandmaster, and under his 
gui dance it is hoped to build the band up to 
ful l  strength , with some imported play.ers 
who might be free ; al so a l earners' class is  
to lie started with i n  a week or so,  and 
already six or seven boys are awaiting the 
word go. Things at Ainsworth are therefore 
quite healthy, and it is Mr. Braddock's 
intention that they shall stay that way . "  
�---+----
PERS 0 NA LS 
departure on 8unday,  and a very special 
word of  thanks to Mrs. Reakes for her very 
wonderful nnderstanding of the needs of  the 
' inner man '-A most enj oyable week-end 
indeed." 
+ -+ + 
Mr. W. R. WHITSIDE, late solo trombone of 
Besses, writes : " Congratulations to the :New 
Zealand Band on winning Belle Vue September 
Contest, they gave us a wonderful performance. 
We were treated to some very fine playing from 
our own bands but evidently the N.Z .  Band 
just had the pull on our bands with their inter­
pretation . What pleased me and lots of other 
listeners was the playing of ' William Tell ' 
overture, it was the finest piece of brass band 
playing that I have heard for a long time, 
probably not since the Besses o' th' Barn 1924 
band, and that was a band.  What I would like 
to see happen is a contest organised for Works 
Bands only, and a contest on the other hand for 
self-supporting bands, for it's pretty evident 
that in a combined contest, the self-supporting 
bands are more often than not also rans. It is 
very unfair for self-supporting bands to have to 
compete against works bands ,for these bands 
can command all the best players through good 
work being found and also excellent remuner­
ation ; they can also rehearse when they wish, 
with a full band each time. Self-supporting 
bands have to make do with the players that 
stay with their band, and rehearse when it is 
convenient for them to get a full band. I should 
like to hear someone else's opinion on this sub­
ject, for this is my own opinion. "  
• + + 
Mr. GEORGE HAWKINS of 13 Hobsick, 
Brinsley, Notts . ,  writes : "Now that I have 
had time to look over the Joy Book and the 
scores ' Oberon ' overture, ' Dance of the Hours, ' 
etc., I really and truly believe the value to 
brass bands is astounding. Surely most band 
secretaries will urge their committees to pur­
chase the Journal ' en bloc ' even from an 
economic point of view. All the pieces are real 
band programme type and the show pieces 
especially will attract the attention of musical 
critics, and enhance the status of those bands 
capable of presenting them with the accuracy 
demanded. Please note my change of address. 
-the place of my nativity where I hope to take 
a long-deserved rest. I have made many friends 
in Scotland and shall always remember and 
cherish the happy days with a good number of 
Scottish Bands." 
+ + -+ 
Mr. H .  MUDDIMAN of Alloa, writes : 
" Belle Vue is still the most popular contest in 
the counlry. There seemed little doubt of that 
by the great and enthusiastic crowd of people 
present. It is a good meeting place for bandsmen 
friends and one is sure to meet them here. 
I heard remarks about the test-piece being much 
too easy for our best bands and more suitable 
for the 4th section class . True it was that there 
were no technical difficulties, but it lent itself to 
good tone production and certainly good tuning, 
and it should not be forgotten that the rank and 
file don't go to a contest to hear all fireworks. 
To me the piece was interesting enough and I 
suppose it was with the competing bands, as all 
of them did quite well and each had their good 
points . For the first few bands the playing did 
not make much of an appeal, though all good in 
a way, but No. 7, Black Dyke, certainly made 
one sit up and take notice. I have heard Dyke 
give some very fine performances in the past, 
but l don't remember them ever giving a better. 
Surely this is something to be going on with, but 
there are others to follow up to No. 14, the 
New Zealand band, whom everyone was anxious 
to hear, as they won at Edinburgh the week 
previous. \Ve were not disappointed, as tech­
nically, one could not expect much better. 
Truly a very fine performance, but certainly 
not so good as Dyke. Then we have another 
great performance by Fairey's . I don't ever 
remember hearing a fight-back like this 
before ; it was a great performance and no 
mistake. Then another very good performance 
by Besses. Yes, this was something like the old 
Besses and did one good to hear them come back 
to real life again; their youthful cornet player 
was a gem, one of the very best of the day. It is 
not finished yet ; we have another star show 
by Munn and Feltons, I suppose most people 
expected a good performance from this well 
known band and they got it, make no mistake 
about that, as the audience proved at the 
conclusion. Where I sat, there was no doubt 
about the first four, Dyke, Fairey's, New 
Zealand, Munn and Feltons. Then another 
group, Besses, Fodens, C .W.S. Others in 
different places in the hall would no doubt place 
them differently. Anyway ; a most enjoyable 
contest. 
" ALEXANDER OWEN " 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
The Alexander Owen Memorial Fund Scholar­
ship Examinations will be held in March, 1954, 
in Manchester. Applications for entry should 
be made to Mr. LES HARPER, l Doris Street, 
Moston, Manchester, 10. 
Please note : The Council of the A .0.M.F .  
wish to  announce that all future A.O.M.F .  
Scholarships will be held in  March ; due to  this 
change taking place the age limit for eligible 
entries will be 16 years or under on October 1 1  th, 
1953 . Closing date for entries January 3 l st,  1954. 
B E L L E  V U E  S E PTE M B E R  
C H A M P I O N S H I P  C O NTEST 
BRISTOL DISTRIC T  
Owing to holidays intervening last month my 
notes were missing, though thanks to Mr. A .  
Archer of Fishponds B.L. Band, Bristol, at least 
was mentioned. I don't think I can do much 
better this time. 
Mr. Herbert Sevier, whom I met recently, 
tells me that Albion Dockyard are one the 25 
bands due for a B .B .C. audition soon, and I 
think Fishponds B.L. is another ; I wish both 
success in the venture. 
Pleased once again to be able to attend the 
lOlst Championship Contest at Belle Vue and 
to meet Mr. Mellor the Editor and staff at the 
"B.B.N." stall . I did not come across anyone 
else from Bristol ; Mr. Harry Havenhand of 
Chippenham and some friends from Corsham 
however made good companions, but l remember 
seeing Mr. George Beckingham of Gloucester 
interested in next year's new music at the 
" B.B.N." stall. Whilst waiting at Bristol for 
the midnight train, however, we had a surprise 
when we came across a station trolley loaded 
with band instruments. Try as we might we 
could not think of any band from this part 
playing at Belle Vue on the morrow, neither 
were there any band uniforms to be seen-a 
bunch of schoolgirls seemed the only unusual 
sight, and to the bunch of schoolgirls the 
instruments belonged too. Under Mr. "\"litcombe, 
the bandmaster, they were the Wincanton 
(Somerset ) Junior Band, 14 girls and one boy, 
on their way to a week's musical schooling at 
Castleton, Derbyshire ; it was to be Belle Vue 
first, and then the school, so Mr. Witcombe 
informed me with some pride. I don't think I 
have seen a band with 14 girls in it before, so I 
wish them all success. 
The contest was a thoroughly enjoyable occa­
sion, due as much as anything to the test-piece 
" The Three Musketeers " by George Hespe, a 
test-piece so different from many we have heard 
in the past . Melody was the great thing-tunes 
we can remember, opportunities for soulful 
playing, especially by the solo cornet, simple 
tunes but full of little traps, so simple perhaps 
that at least half of the bands were out of tune 
in the first dozen bars, I was able to listen to 
17 out of the 19 bands without getting bored. 
Everyone knows the result and of the New 
Zealand Band's triumph ; it was a "spot-on " 
performance that we ordinary bandsmen could 
not fault anywhere, and we knew that some­
thing "out of this world " would be the only 
rendering that could surpass it. Outside of the 
placed bands we liked the champion bass section 
of Clayton Aniline Works-we didn't think they 
were beaten, and Hanwell gave a nice free-from· 
fault rendering. Thanks for a great day-but 
I doubt if the New Zealand Band would have 
won first prize with the performance of the 
test-piece they gave on the following Friday 
on the North Regional. 
Congratulations to Aldbourne Silver on a very 
close second in section 2 at Belle Vue " D .H." 
Finals-one point behind the winners ; and best 
of luck to Woodfalls in their corning effort in 
London on October l 7th. 
I hear Marshfield Band are thinking of com­
peting at Reading in November ; do they go 
alone ? 
I see that a contest which has been held for 
several years at Cadishead, Lanes ., under their 
own rules and enjoying good entries, most 
unwisely decided to run under some other 
"National " rules this year ; result : contest 
cancelled through lack of entries. I hope our 
Fairford friends will take notice. 
WESTE RN BOOM. 
FURNESS & DISTRIC T  NOTES 
Now that the Summer season is at an end, I 
am hopeful that our local bands will let me have 
news of their activities for inclusion in this 
column. The response to my recent appeals for 
news has not been encouraging, so will all Band 
Secretaries in this area please note that this is 
your special column ! 
Barrow Shipyard took part in the Edinburgh 
Invitation Contest and from all reports they put 
up a fine show on a most difficult testpiece. 
It was gratifying to hear that the Barrow band 
took second place to the Kational Band of New 
Zealand in the Deportment Section, and I 
understand that the adjudicator in this particu­
lar Section, Captain Judd (Royal Corps of 
Signals Band) made special mention of the 
Band's smart turn-out . On their return journey 
from Scotland, Barrow Shipyard played an 
enjoyable afternoon concert at Bitts Park, 
Carlisle, and were later entertained to tea by 
the Carlisle City Silver Band. 
Flookburgh, conducted by Herbert Sutcliffe, 
gave two delightful concerts recently in Barrow 
Park before large audiences . During the concert 
season in Barrow Park one notices the number 
of bandsmen and ex-bandsmen who turn up to 
hear the various bands, and I believe it is 
generally felt that Barrow would be a really 
good rendezvous for a Band Contest. Such an 
event would be possible if our bands would be 
willing to support it, and l trust that serious 
thought may be given to this proposal during 
the coming winter months when bands are 
usually getting down to strengthening their 
position for the next year's contests . 
ROMNEY. 
B URY & DIS TRI C T  
Congratulations to Mr. L .  Lamb and the 
Oldham British Legion Band on winning the 
2nd Section of the " Daily Herald " Contest at 
Belle Vue, a splendid performance. 
Bury Public Silver gave a concert to the 
shoppers in the Kay Gardens on the l st Satur­
day in September in aid of new uniform fund, 
and were amply rewarded. Also on Sunday, 
September 12th, they played for the Battle of 
The IOlst Annual Championship Contest, held Britain parade and march-past in Bury. 
at Belle Vue, Manchester, on 5th September, was Arrangements are well in hand for the Bury 
a great occasion, made more interesting through Contest sponsored by Ainsworth Public who arc 
the presence of the :N"ational Band of New Zea- hoping for a nice crowd on October lOth. 
land. Competing against them were eighteen of Middleton Borough arc hard at work on the 
the best British bands and a very fine contest test-piece for Bury, and are hoping to attend 
was heard by the thousands who thronged the a few of the contests in the locality. 
Kings Hall during the day. The test-piece was I believe that Salford Electric Instruments 
"The Three Musketeers " by Mr. G. w. Hespe, Ltd. are hoping to take over the Heywood Old 
who was one of the adjudicators, the other two Band but nothing official has been done about it. 
:J\Ir.  WA LTER B. HARGREAVES, of Deal . being Dr. Harold c. Hind, and Dr. Denis Wright, They should study it over very carefully before 
writes : "On Sunday, August 30th , I had the and their decision was :- committing themselves . I know they have had a 
p l easure o f  ad j ud icating the Birmingham struggle but the band are just getting on their 
and Di strict Associ ation contest, and also First prize, National Band of New Zealand feet again. Once the change-over is made all the 
conducting the ma�scd bands of Rournville (K . G.  L. Smith ) ; management of the band will be taken out of 
S i l ver and Fish er & Lu dlow's Works.  In Second, Fairey Aviation Works (H. Mortimer); their hands. Also if the intention is to have a 
th e contest t here was some very good Third, Black Dyke Mills (A. Mortimer) ; first class band then 90 per cent . of the personnel 
playing esprci al ly in the top section ; the Fourth, C.W.S. (Manchester) (J · Atherton ) ; of the Heywood Band will go . 
wi nning bands were very good indeerl . Fifth, Foden's Motor ·works (H. Mortimer) ; Sorry to hear that the Cadishead Contest was 
Thanks are d u e  to the offi ci als  for a well-run Sixth, Munn & Felton's Works (S . H. cancelled on account of lack of entries but I 
contest. 1 n parti cular T should l i ke to thank Boddington ) .  think they should have let the public know, as 
the secretary, l\fr. Keddl e ,  and assistant We congratulate the National Band of New 1 I . know. a lot who made the journey and were 
secretary, M r .  Reakcs, [or l ooking after me Zealand and their conductor, Mr. K. G. L .  Smith d1sappomted when they got there. 
from my arrival on Saturday until my ' on a splendid win in this hard fought contest. I BOMBARDON. 
C ON TEST RESULTS 
MANCHESTER BELLE VUE " DAILY 
HERALD " FINALS - SEPT. 1 9th. 
Second Section : l st, Oldham British Legion 
(L. Lamb) ; 2nd, Aldbourne Silver (W. A. 
Scholes) ; 3rd,  Bowhill Colliery, Fife (D. 
Rimmer) ; 4th, Prince Smith & Stclls (A. 
.Mortimer) .  
Third Section : l st, Barnet (T. R .  Stanyon) ; 
2nd , Holme Silver (A.  Robinson) ; 3rd, Alloa 
Bu rgh (C. Telfer) ; 4th, Eccles Borough ( E .  
Bradshaw) .  
Fourth Section : l st, Ystalyfera Public (L. 
\Villiams) ; 2nd, Marston Valley, Bedford 
(G. H. Crosland ) ; 3rd, Llwydcocd ] uniors 
(W. J .  Wood ) ; 4th, Linthwaite Silver ( J . W. 
Morley) .  
Adj udicators (2nd Section) : Mr. Harry 
Mortimer, O . B . E .  (London) and Mr. Harry 
Heyes (Birmingham) .  3rd Section : Mr. George 
Hespe (Sheffield ) ; 4th Section : Mr. Frank 
Wright (London) .  
BIRMINGHAM ASSOCIATION-August 30. 
Section A. Test-piece " La Traviata " (W. & R. ) ·  
l st prize, Revo Works (H.  Heyes) ; 2nd, Fisher 
and Ludlow (M. Clayton ) ;  3rd, Birfield Indus­
tries (C. Welford ) .  Seven bands competed.  
Section B .  l st, Arley Welfare (J .  W. Brother­
hood) ; 2nd, Coventry School of Music ( J . R. 
Major) ; 3rd, Birfield Industries (C. Welford ) .  
Section C .  l st, Coleshill Ex-Servicemen's Club 
(H. Morris) ; 2nd, Bilton Silver (A. E. Lack) .  
Adj udicator, Mr. W .  Hargreaves. 
FALKIRK.-S.A.B.A.  Fourth Section, 5th 
September. " The Golden Dawn " (W. & R. ) .  
First prize, Alloa Collieries (C. Telfer) ; 2nd, 
New Cumnock ( J .  Connell) ; 3rd, Shotts 
Foundry ( J . Sneddon) ; 4th, Blackbraes and 
District (W. Crane) .  March. First, Alloa Col­
lieries; 2nd, Winchburgh Public (R. Pritchard ) ; 
3rd, New Cumnock ; 4th, Shotts Foundry. 
Eight bands competed. Adj udicator, Mr. H .  
Laycock. 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BRASS 
BAND CONDUCTORS 
The Annual Convention is to take place at the 
Guildhall School of Music on February 6th and 
7th next, and a small sub-committee has been 
formed to discuss and formulate plans. 
If any member has a proposal to make 
regarding possible subjects, please write to the 
Secretary, A RTHUR I RONS, 40 Godfrey 
Avenue, Whitton, Twickenham. 
H .G.D.  
N o .  1 C ENTRE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BRASS 
BAND CONDUCTORS 
The annual hymn tune competition is now in 
full swing, and entries are coming in nicely. An 
original tune to a recognised set of words is 
required, and this has to be harmonised and 
arranged for brass band. The entrance fee is 5/- for 
each entry, and four cash prizes together with 
certificates are offered. 
An extra section is introduced this . year for 
those who have not previously won a prize in a 
similar competition. An original tune, already 
harmonised, can be had on application to the 
Centre Secretary, and competitors are required 
to arrange this for brass band. The entrance fee 
is 3(6 for each effort, and a cash prize and 
certificate will be awarded for the best effort, 
with an additional cash prize and certificate if 
sufficient entries are received. 
Southall Borough Band, under Mr. H .  J .  
Hull will play the winning tunes o n  November 
7th, the venue to be announced later. 
The competition rules and the set tune for 
section two can be obtained from No.  1 Centre 
Secretary, Mr. H .  Gurney Doe, 1 0 2  Galloway 
Road, London, W. 1 2. Return postage would be 
appreciated. Closing date for the competition 
is October 1 6th. 
The competition is open to any lady or 
gentleman, whether members of the N . A . B . B .C.  
or not. 
SOUTH WEST AREA N O TES 
The summer season has more or less come to a 
close and most of the bands in this area have had 
a very successful series of engagements. One 
band in particular (Exeter S . R .  Railway) have 
already been engaged for next year at Teign­
mouth, which is proof of satisfactory service. 
It is a great pity that there are still a few 
bands that will insist on blaring and blasting as 
though the gre'ater noise will offset any defects, 
which needless to add has the opposite effect, 
especially when wrong notes are being en­
countered, as is often the case. 
The many friends of Mr. S.  J .  Turner, Exeter, 
will be pleased to learn that after a brief vacation 
in Somerset, he · has returned looking much 
better, and with care he should respond to 
treatment and rest. 
During a recent visit to Cornwall it was 
learned that despite many losses through 
National Service, etc. ,  most bands are at least 
holding together in hope that their forces will 
be strengthened when .the boys have completed 
their training. Meanwhile it was very heartening 
to learn that :recruits were being taught to fill the 
gaps and some of the pupils already had shewn 
signs of becoming quite promising and useful 
players. 
The monthly meeting of the S . \.V . B . B . A .  was 
held at Helston, where the attendance of bands­
men, conductors and officials proved that the 
Association still commands interest in the 
welfare of its members, proof of this being the 
distances travelled by the Chairman, Vice 
President and Secretary, who covered between 
them well over five hundred miles . However, 1 
can vouch that the welcome and hospitality of 
B . M .  Hender, his band and the ladies' committee 
made the j ourney worth while, which was 
rounded of! with a concerl in lhe evening under 
the batons of five conductors. 
During my sojourn in the delectable county I 
had the good fortune of hearing the New Zealand 
Band, who visited St. Austell, and then 
j ourneyed to Camborne, their second visil 
in response to a pressing invitation from the 
host of friends they made during their previous 
visit. As was to be expected, their playing was 
of a very high standard but it was obvious that 
the slrain was beginning to tell, and Mr. Smith, 
I think was very wise indeed to omit the Belle 
Vue testpiece in view of the arduous tasks they 
had endured during their stay in this country. 
We wish them God speed and a safe j ourney to 
their native soil. 
The next event of importance in this area is 
the annual contest of the S.\.V. B . B . A .  which is 
being held at Torquay on the 2 l st of November 
next, when four sections will compete for the 
Association's lrophies, etc. 
EXEFAL. 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. 
SOUTH WEST LANCASHIRE 
The l O l st Belle Vue September contest was 
certainly a memorable day, reminiscent in 
many ways of the 1924 contest, which was also 
won on that occasion by a colonial band, 
Australian Newcastle Steel \.Yorks. Il was 
pleasing to sec the King's Hall packed to 
capacity, and old faces seemed more numerous 
than ever. Amongst lhe many personalities it 
was my pleasure to meet, none was more welcome 
to me than our Editor, who will pardon me 
when l say, he looked remarkably fit. Two 
stalwarts from Warrington were Mr. W. Rutter 
a faithful contributor lo my column, and Mr. 
George Mather an old \Varrington bandsman, 
from the late League of The Cross Band, but a 
resident of Canada for the past 40 years. George 
is over on holiday celebrating his Golden 
Wedding Anniversary. Congralulalions George ! 
Incidentally this was Mr. Mathcr's first visit to 
Belle Vue for 4 1  years. A friend of the late 
Jim Oakes, Mr. Mather expressed to me 
sincere regrets at his passing. 
The playing produced was very close and 
allhough our New Zealand friends secured 
the premier award, many thought, including my­
self, thal. Dyke or Fairey's would have been 
ultimate winners. The New Zealanders, while 
possessing many points of finesse in the quieter 
passages and endings, lacked that big sonorous 
tone, which we Northerners expect from our 
best bands, the kind which gives one a thrill in 
big climaxes. It has been suggested to me 
that the New Zealanders have introduced a 
new style of brass band playing into our move­
ment. I cannot agree. Many English bands 
are quite capable of giving us all the finer points 
of playing, and are also capable of giving us the 
" full organ, " as well. Good tone, however full 
it m ay be, will always prevail. Unfortunately, 
modern test pieces do not always allow for the 
" Grandiosos " of the brass band to be fully 
exploited .  Oh for a Wagnerian selection as a 
testpiece. My first visit to Belle Vue was in 1 922.  
I can still hear in my memory Dyke, Bcsscs, 
and many more with their awe-inspiring opening 
of the testpiece " Lohengrin, "  " the intro­
duction to the third Act . "  These famous 
Operas and their Arias are slill performed by 
our Symphony orchestras . Why not by our brass 
bands ? Those with a modern outlook on test­
pieces say modern testpicccs arc more searching 
and test the abilities of all performers. Against 
lhis I would say, I myself have been with first­
class bands all my career, about thirty years, 
and I cannot say the " middles " of our bands 
are any better than they were thirty years ago. 
There are inner parts in some of the old arrange­
ments, Mr. Rimmer's " Tschaikovsky, " for 
instance, and many of the arrangements of 
Owen, Gladney and Swift, which would test most 
of the so-called advanced middle piayers. 
Even to-day the old practice of passing 2nd and 
3rd cornet parts to the top stand is still carried 
out, likewise, those parts played on baritones. 
I am in full agreement that the standard of 
play is as good as ever, but I prefer to believe 
most of this is because we have more advanced 
conductors, who are not in a minority as was 
the case fifty years ago, when the big three, 
Owen, Gladney and Swift had all lhe sway, to 
be followed later by Mr. Rimmer and later still, 
Mr. Halliwell and Mr. Greenwood. To-day we 
have at least a dozen or more first-class brass 
band conductors, capable of leading our bands to 
furlher successes and recognition. \'Ve have 
certainly advanced in this direction but as far 
as the actual playing is concerned, I cannot see 
much improvement. Our soloists are no better 
than they were in the old days, in fact generally 
they are not as good. 
Wingates had a good day at .Ylorecambe on 
Sunday, September 6th, and had the satis­
faction of playing to record crowds .  They have 
recently lost the services of their solo cornet, 
Harry Gray, who I understand has j oined the 
newly-formed J ohn \Vhite Footwear Band. 
Leigh British Legion are having good re­
hearsals with a view to competing at the Bury 
contest. Best of luck .Ylr. Foxwell ! 
At last things are moving in the right direction 
for the re-forming of the Bickershaw Colliery 
Band, and I understand instrumenls have been 
handed out, and rehearsals commenced under 
the direction of Mr. \'V. Clegge, the well-known 
soprano-cornettist, also Mr. H .  Pollard, the 
equally famous trombonist. 
Leigh Borough Prize are busy at the moment 
rehearsing for a series of charity concerts ; 
already concerts have been given for the Leigh 
Blind Society, and the Atherleigh Grange Home 
for aged people. On Sunday, September 27th, 
a grand concert for the old age pensioners of 
Leigh was to be given in the Theatre Royal, 
Leigh. Thanks for the invitation, Mr. Fcarnley, 
I hope to be present and report on this effort in 
the next issue . 
The \Varrington Pensioners' Quartette continue 
with their good work. Recently they again 
visited Urmston and in addition to their 
Quartette playing, a trio for two cornets and 
Euphonium was given, also a cornet duet, and 
Mr. Rutter, their leader, played a cornet solo. 
Their efforts were much appreciated , j udging 
by lhe great ovalion they received.  Mr. Alf 
\.Vebb, 2nd cornet, who will be remembered for 
his long association with the Preston Brook 
Silver Band, will be celebrating his 80th birth­
day next month. Best wishes Alf ! 
Owing to lack of entries, the Cadishead Public 
Band's annual contest had to be cancelled this 
year. I was sorry to hear of lhis and trusl lhis 
setback will not deter future contests. \.Vho is 
going to be the first to promote a slow-melody 
or quartcttc contest in this area ? These events 
used to be very popular in this area, and are 
not as frequent an occurrence as they were 20 
years ago. Their value for training young players 
and maintaining interest during the Winter 
months, is incalculable, and, I am sorry to say, 
all too few are being promoted these days. 
RA VENSWOOD . 
MERSEYSIDE NO TES 
A. T . M .  are busy preparing for several 
eontests in Lancashire during the next few 
months.  It's a pity other locals do not 
have the same spirit, as it would undoubt­
edly improve their playing. I should be 
pleased to receive a few J ines , M r .  Crook.  
.Edge H ill  British R:;,il ways g:;,ve :;, good 
show at fleptember Belle Vue,  and were 
p l :;,ced seven Lh, j ust missing the prizeH.  
Several young pl ayers, playing for the firHt 
time at Belle Vue, came through their 
baptism with credit . They wound up the 
band season at New Brighton on September 
27ilt. 
I'rescot Cahles were unlucky to draw No.  
1 at Belle Vue, but gave a good performance. 
I once again appeal to band secretaries to 
send me a fow lines. It means publi city in 
the band worl d for a 2�d. stamp .  
E I G H T  BELLA 
EC CLES NOTES 
Eccles Boro' have been rehearsing very 
diligently for Belle Vue and Altrincham contests, 
and I hope that they bring further honours to 
our district. It was a great disappointment to 
them that Cadishead contest had to be cancelled 
owing to lack of entries, but they now intend to 
enter Bury contest instead ; this is certainly 
the way to make a band and I wish them every 
success. 
I sec by Mr. Piercy' s  letter in last month 's 
B . B . N .  that his efforts to get players had been 
not only a failure, but it had evidently left a 
very uncomfortable feeling. It is no use him 
denying these efforts, because all the particulars 
arc known not only to me but to others. I 
would like Mr. Piercy to know that I have the 
interests of Eccles Boro' very much at heart ; 
any criticism I make is intended to be con­
structive, and I feel that young men (like for 
instance, Brian Bradshaw and Brian Wilkinson) 
who have been with you so long, should be 
given the opportunity to show their worth. In 
my opinion this is the only way to make a band 
under today's circumstances ; it has been 
accomplished at Besses and many others and 
can be done at Eccles. 
I had a very enj oyable day at Belle Vue 
Scptem ber contest, and followed the playing 
from a score, but there is one thing that puzzles 
me greatly, and that is, why do composers put 
on the score a metronome figure, and then he 
and his co-adj udicators award prizes to bands 
who simply ignore these instructions ? This 
was the case with every band awarded a prize, 
being particularly noticeable in the last number, 
which-instead of being a Polacca was played 
almost like a gallop. I do not dispute that the 
bands played the notes, but would it not be 
better if j ust the musical sign of Allegro, An­
dante, or whatever the composer thought 
suited the music, was used, and then left to the 
discretion of the conductors, as undoubtably 
some bands must have suffered simply because 
they kept within reasonable distance of the 
composer's instructions. 
I had q uite a long conversation with Mr. W. 
Wood, who informs me that he has severed all 
connection with the orchestral world, an d is free 
to teach bands anytime and anywhere ; what 
a chance for any band wishing to raise their 
status in the brass band world. 
I believ.e it has been suggested that at the 
Belle Vue May contest next year there should 
be a section for bands of not more than 1 6  
players. This would b e  a great help t o  newly 
formed bands, and also to a good many bands 
that are being badly hit by the military call-up, 
and I for one hope that this m aterialises. 
J u st as I am writing these notes I have word 
brought to me that Eccles Boro' have been 
awarded fourth prize at Belle Vue, so this 
year they have won a prize at every contest they 
have attended. Congratulations ! keep up the 
good work at Altrincham and Bury. 
ECCLES CAKE . 
RECORD CONTEST 
FOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
A post-war record total of 1 8  finalists will 
contest the " Daily Herald " National Brass 
Band Championship in the Empress Hall, 
London, on Saturday, October l 7th, when 
Fairey Aviation \'Yorks Band will defend the 
title they won last year. Two bands appear at 
this year's Championship by virtue of hat-trick 
successes scored at their 1 950- 5 1 -52 Area con­
tests, Ransome and Marles Works (Midland 
Area) and Crookhall Colliery (:N'orthern Area) .  
The competitors, who come from London and 
1 3  English \'Velsh and Scottish counties, and 
their conductors ,are : 
Black Dyke Mills (Alex Mortimer) ; Brig­
house and Rastrick (Eric Ball) ; Camborne 
Town (F.  ] . Roberts) ; Creswell Colliery 
(George Hespe) ; Crookhall Colliery (William 
Lowes) ; C. W. S. Manchester (Jack Atherton ) ;  
Fairey Aviation Works (Harry :Mortimer) ; 
Fodens Motor Works (Harry Mortimer) ; Han­
well Silver (George Thompson) ; Harton Colliery 
(Norman Piper) ; Morris Motors (Harry Mor­
timer) ; Park and Dare Workmen's (Wm. A .  
Scholes) ; Ransome and Marles Works (Harry 
Mortimer ) ; Rushdcn Temperance (Wm. A .  
Scholes) ; Wallsend Shipyard (Walter B .  
Hargreaves) ; \Voodfalls Silver (S. L .  Clarke) ; 
Tullis Russell Silver (Drake Rimmer) ; Govan 
Burgh (Gregor J .  Grant) .  
The Championship contest, with the Overture 
" Diadem of Gold " (Bailey) the test-piece, 
begins at 1 1  a .m.  (draw at 1 0-30 a.m. ) .  
The Festival Concert i n  the evening ( 7-30) 
NEWCASTLE &:: DISTRICT 
We have had quite a busy period of contesting I 
during the last few weeks. 
The Amble contest, which was such a success 
last year attracted an entry of only five bands. 
This must have been a great disappointment to 
Mr. J oe Martin who organises this event. J oe 
has j ust recently been bereaved of his wife, and I 
he must have worked with a heavy heart. 
Our sympathy goes out to him and we hope time 
will heal the wound. 
lst OCTO B E R ,  1953. 
IONA 
From Only 
I.Sf Sf- ' 
Per Suit (Jacket & Trousers) The contest was won by North Seaton, with 1 Crookhall second, and Bedlington third . Crook-
hall won the march contest. ...---------------, 
Following this we had Haydon Bridge co . 
test, where Harton Colliery gained first prizert-worn ex-pol ice Uniforms, 
Crookhall again securing second place. individual measu rements. 
Consett co.
ntest attracted an entry of ter)ING VALUE. Send NOW bands and nme played. . . . 
Bedlington Colliery who have a very con ·1an y  pleasin g  designs available. 
sistent record, secured first prize at this event _____________ ...J 
with North Seaton second. and ] arvis Industries 
third. Jarvis on this occasion were conductedU p p  L Y  S J 0 R E S  
by Mr. ] . Stobbs of Crook hall. 
I 
Two of our Earls Court finalists were heard on · ATTRACTIVE UNIFORMS 
consecutive days on the B . B . C . ; they were ..aGT O N L O N D O N W 2 Crookhall and Wallsend Shipyard and both 'T 1 
' • 
bands gave a good account of themselves. The Cash .. l'addin�:���,' London, W.'J. 
cornet duet of the former came through very 
well, but I thought the euph. soloist in the __________________ _, 
latter band seemed to be too far from the usical " ping," it is neither united nor clear, 
microphone. or musical. There can be no good brass band 
North Seaton under Mr. Bond, have had a very laying without a clear, clean, and convincing 
successful year. First prizes at Bedlington, se of the tongue, and a teacher can never be 
Shotley Bridge and Amble, and j ust pipped by_JO careful on this point. In our time we have 
one point at Consett, is good going. Mr. Gco.·  ma:,Lh , �� .. �'1 'L'S" -'.J rcallv J!'OOrl attack <;iCTplv 
Anderson is still at the helm as organiser of this years winners, Peterborough, by one point to 
band . win the area shield ; last year Sheffield were 
We had Fairey Aviation in this district and third. Drum Major M. Croft ( 1 5) won the mace 
they gave a good account of themselves, although for the best drum maj or. Their Commanding 
the weather was not too kind. The fact that the Officer, Lieut. Comdr. W. Stuart said : " they · 
show did not attract so many visitors as in have really worked hard. "  The points were 
previous years can be attributed to this fact. awarded for marching, general appearance and 
I heard one band in the Exhibition Park, musical skill. 
rewcastle, quite recently and I will not take Ransome & Marles were at Bakewell Show 
advantage of my position by mentioning them during August. 
by name, but there is always much discussion Three veteran bandsmen, father, son and 
as to the choice of bands for this park by the nephew, have been honoured by the Nat10nal 
powers that be. I must confess leaning to the B . B .  Club. Members of what are believed to be 
view that only our best bands should play in the oldest family in Plcasley, they have given 
this park, but here was a band well below the over 1 70 years' service between them lo Pleasley 
standard musically, and their deportment really Col11cry Hand in its 70 years of existence. Mr. 
bad. Players not in uniform, long waits between George Coupe, who will be 92 in November, is 
numbers (I timed one at 4-and-a-half minutes) the only surviving member of the original band 
and worst of all, only approximately half the and received a certificate for 70 years' service. 
men went off the stand at the interval, the rest Although he is no longer active with the band, 
including the B.M. remained on the stand and he seldom misses attending when they give a 
lit up. Now this is not good enough and will concert or compete at a contest. The son, Mr. 
only end by losing what ground still remains. G. W. Coupe (66) received a 55 year certificate, 
NOVACASTRIAN. and the nephew, Mr. J .  ]. Coupe (66) a bass 
player, received a cerlificate for 50 years' service. 
.
Ireland Colliery completed their engagements 
with a concert at the Wallon Sanatorium 
Cheslerfield . The weather was kind, and it wa� 
a great pleasure to play in such lovely grounds 
and before such an appreciative and enthusiastic 
audience. The patients enjoyed the shorl 
programme so much that they have asked the 
band to oblige again. They agreed to do so and 
are giving a concert in the Sanalorium Concert 
Hall .some time .
in Xovembcr. I ncidentally this 
hall is set up with broadcasting apparatus and 
concerts can be relayed to all the wards. The 
Hospital welfare committee were present aL 
the concert and thanked the band, and also 
hoped that more bands in this area would do the 
same good work to bring some pleasure to the 
patients. Their youngsters, Margaret Baily 
and Barry Elliot returned from Wales j ust 
before our holidays and by all accounts enjoyed 
the week with the National Youth Brass Band. 
They are looking forward to the next session; 
the other youngsters are hoping to " have a go. "  
They welcomed back from I ational Service, 
Dennis Wright, their promising solo trombone . 
They are preparing for the weekend at The 
Miners' Holiday Camp, Skegncss, with S . J . 
Ambulance Brigade, after which they will 
be continuing their twice weekly practices in 
preparation for winter concerts. They are also 
commencing their monthly socials in October. 
I thank Mr. C. Barrett for his most interesting 
letter. 
SOUTH WEST S C O TLAND 
Our bands have been busy locally this summer, 
Coltness finishing up with a broadcast at the 
end of last month ; I have heard them to better 
advantage. An effort is being made to engage 
some former players. 
By the time these notes appear Dalmellington 
will have sampled Belle Vue ; they will find the 
road hard . I wish them all the best. 
Galston are very quiet. The same applies to 
N ewmilns ; a bit of building up required here. 
New Cumnock and Benwhat were unsuc­
cessful at 4th Section Championship. 
Darvel are carrying on quietly rearing a young 
band. 
I t  is time the Association appointed a pub­
licity agent, especially as regards contests. No 
section of the press mentioned the Edinburgh 
Festival Contest, and at time of writing nobody 
in these parts has heard the result. It would 
appear something of a criminal nature will have 
to be introduced before the press will take 
notice ! 
I don't like the way the Association classify 
the bands ; their method is not encouraging. 
Continual pushing of a band into a minor section 
for not appearing at their own section, does not 
inspire a band, members lose interest; players 
from such bands are helping others to maintain 
their status in various sections. There is no satis­
faction in this; time enough to demote a band 
when they fail in their playing in the class they 
belong. 
I have heard that Sanquhar and Ayr Burgh 
are appearing at 3rd Section, Coatbridge, on 
October 3rd, also Maybole have lost the services 
of Bandmaster Dunlop. REGAL. 
MAN CH ESTER &:: DIS TRI C T  
will b e  given b y  Fairey Aviation Works (National Once again Belle Vue September proved a 
Champions, 1 952) ,  and the eight reigning Area winner, and what a grand day it was ! To 
C hampion bands : Black Dyke Mills (North- the New Zealand band and their conductor, I 
Eastern) ; Camborne Town (\'Vest of England) ; say-Thank you-and your show-piece was a 
Creswell Colliery (Midland ) ; Fodens Motor revelation. Coupled with your success at 
Works (North-Western ) ; Hanwell Silver (Lon- Edinburgh you have every reason to be proud of 
don and Southern Counties) ; Park and Dare yourselves, and I have no doubt you will get a 
Workmen' s  (Welsh) ; \'Vallsend Shipyard wonderful welcome on your return home. 
Holmes Mills had their annual outing into 
berbyshire, with tea taken at Great Long­
stone, on Saturday, 5th Seplember, with a 
very enjoyable party of bandsmen and their 
wives. After tea a concert was given on the 
village green, when a collection was taken for· 
the local British Legion. On Sunday, l 3th 
September, a party was taken to Sherwood 
Lodge Grounds, Bolsover, where the band were 
booked to play during the evening . The appear­
a1!-ce of 1 4  year old J ean Thomas as a singer 
with the band was a novelty, greatly appreciated 
by the audien1.;e, who were well pleased by the 
variety of the programme played. 
MARCATO. 
���-+ -� 
HARTLEPOOL & DISTRICT 
(Northern ) ; and Tullis Russell Silver (Scottish ) .  Fairey Aviation (Mr. H. Mortimer) gave a 
Sir Malcolm Sargent will be the guest con- wonderful performance, in fact the first six 
ductor with Mr. Harry Mortimer, 0. B . E . ,  bands were very good ; the contest all through 
associate conductor. Included in the concert was very enjoyable and we did not have a 
programme, as it was for the first time last year, bad band. 
is the day ' s  championship contest test-piece Manchester C.W.S.  (Jack Atherton ) gave us 
with the arranger, Mr. Frank Wright, con- their usual polished performance, and proved 
ducting. that they are without a doubt one of our 
Live broadcasts, in sound and television, will most consistent bands. I heard this band give 
come from the Nat10nal Champ10nship Festival what I consider the finest concert programme 
at the Empress Hall at these times : 3-30- I have heard this season in Platt Fields, and 
4 p . m .  (Television),_  1 -40-2-05 (Home Service) ,  though a liille late may I congratulate you on 
and 2- 1 5-2-45 (Light Programme) from the your success at Edinburgh. Perhaps Mr. 
Champ10nsh1p Contest : 8-8-30 p . m .  (Tele- Atherton would let me have a few lines on your 
vision) and 9-30- 1 0  p . m .  (Light Programme) Winter programme, I know you have a lot of 
from the evenmg's Festival Concert. followers in the district, who are anxious to hear 
" DAILY HERALD " AREA BRAS S 
BAND CHAM PIONSHIPS , 1954 
The test-piece chosen for the Fourth section 
contests at the 1 954 series of Area Champion­
ships, qualifying for the " Daily Herald " 
National Championship in the autumn, is 
" Beautiful Brilain " by Michel Laurent, pub­
lished by Wright & Round . 
Venues and dates already fixed for the 1 954 
Fourth section Championships arc : 
North Western Area : Fourth (and Second) 
seclion in the Central Mission Hall, Trafford 
Road, Salford, on February 1 3th. 
Midland Area : Fourth (and Championship) 
section in the Albert Hall, Nottingham, on 
March 6th. 
North Eastern Area : Fourth (and Second) 
section in the Town Hall, Huddersfield, on 
March 1 3th . 
London and Southern Counties Area : Fourth 
Section (and other three classes) in the West­
minster Central Hall, London, on April 4th. 
West of England Area ; Fourth section (and 
other three classes) in the Civic Hall, Exeter, on 
May Sth . 
you . 
Clayton Aniline (E. C. Buttress) did not live 
up to lasl year's performance, and unfortunately 
were not placed, still they managed to get in 
the prizes at Edinburgh. I have no doubt you 
were all feeling lired after a busy season; I 
would like a few lines re your Winter's pro­
gramme . 
Congratulations to Oldham B.L. (L. Lamb),  
on lheir success in the " Daily Herald " 2nd 
section championship, truly a wonderful achieve­
ment for a self-supporting organisation. You 
can now have a crack at the Champions. Mr. 
Beasley should be very happy. 
Cheetham Hill (Mr. F. Bonelli) played a very 
good band, but unfortunately did not get in the 
prizes ; still you have certainly made your 
mark in the band world . Congratulations to 
Mr. Lindsey on his wonderful record with the 
band, truly one of the hardest working officials 
in the band world . 
I was very sorry to hear that South Salford 
have decided to call all instruments in. This is 
a big blow, as I thought you were on the up­
grade ; is it not possible to get together and 
make a go of it ? 
Now our outdoor concert season is over, I 
would like to pass a few comments on the 
performances I have heard, having attended all 
I was pleased Lo see that some of the bands in 
this district have been quite busy attending 
local contests during the last month. 
On August 20th quite an attractive contest 
took place at Amble. It must have been very 
dishcarlening for this contest committee to 
see only five bands enter after giving such good 
pnzes, and I am sure at least another six bands 
could have entered. Only one band from this 
area made the j ourney to Amble, this being 
Blackhall Colliery (Mr. oel Thorpe ) ,  and 
although assisted by several players from neigh­
bouring bands, they j ust did not catch the 
j LJdgc 's ear, but the experience should do the 
younger members good. 
On September 6th, a contest took place at 
Haydon Bridge. Another good contest with 
good prizes, and again only five bands decided to 
support it. What a pity genllemen. Easinglon 
Public were the only hand from this district to 
attend and secured 2nd in the March and 4th 
in the Selection contest. 
On September 1 2th eleven bands took part in 
the contest at Fatfield. This conLesl was ralher 
spoiled, as there were no stands for the bands 
to play on, and the contest took place in the 
centre of a field . Three bands from this area 
took part, and we offer our congratulations to 
Easington Colliery (Mr. vV. Gelson) on winning 
l sl prize in both March and Selection. This 
should be a tonic to them and I hope to sec you 
al more conLests in the future. 
Blackball Colliery were 2ncl in both l\Iarch 
and Scleclion and 3rd in the Hymn Tuw i 
Dawdon Lodge were the other Iocr 
to compete, and musl have been disa1 1 
not figuring in the prizes as they playe, v. 
H orden Colliery did not compete :et Haydon 
Bridge or Amble, as they promised. \\'hat 
was wrong }fr. Secretary ? Drop me a line. 
Another conlest took place on Sept. Uth 
at Consett, but unfortunately l have not been 
able to get details, perhaps ihc result will be 
found in another column. 
) 
l st OCTO BER,  1 953 . 
YORK & NORTH EAST RI D ING PRESTON NOTES 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. 
tion ; 2nd, C . W . S .  ( Manchester) ; 3rd , Clayton 
Aniline ; 4lh, Scottish C . W . S .  SEND FOR DETAILS 
OF OUR 
5 
CORONATION SPECIAL OFFER AND FREE SPECIMEN BOOKLET 
Scpk ber fith, 1 953-Belle Vue I O l st Septem­
ber Ch 1 1pionship. \Vhat a day it was, another 
Xow that the winter season is once again 
upon us, this is the time for bands to weigh 
up their positions, both financially and in 
strength of good bandsmen. From now until 
next May, or thereabouts, almost all lesser 
grade bands will experience the " absent 
members " bug, and only the regular allenders 
know the hard work necessary to keep up the 
standard of their band. 
Very hearty congratulations to all who share 
in these successes, particularly to tl1e New Zea­
land band, who were so outstandingly pre­
dominant ; and a special word of thanks to the 
unsuccessful participants, all of whom con­
tributed to a most successful event, in fitting 
fashion. 
DllIGll'I'EN YOUR PROGRAMMES WITH OUR 
Jolly Shipmates 
�TEST ISS(/ES ' 
B . B. R. & B. E.P. 
d ay " h will l tve in our minds as long as even 
t _,tenary Contest. I do hope the Belle 
� ue management keep the prize money the same; 
there is no doubt about it, it makes all the 
difference to this great event. 
The test-piece, though not as stiff as others 
ha\'e been, had its stumbling blocks but it was 
also ful l  of lovely melody. I expect this account­
ed for so many oulslanding performances. Each 
band rose to the occasion, and 1 do think those 
yonng lads in the Besses o' th' Barn Band 
<;le:;erYe special praise ; their youth had one 
wondering at their ages. 
To me the performance of the day was that of 
Dyke. Alex Mortimer had everyone spell­
bound throughout, I still feel it was never 
beaten .  However, we were not the adj udicators, 
and their decision was greeted enthusiastically ; 
so for the second lime in its life the £2, 000 Gold 
Trophy goes down under. I ' m  sure the �ew 
Zealanders will long remember the reception 
they got when the awards were announced ; and 
so will we gladly remember the scene which 
fol lowed that announcement. Minutes passed 
by without any sign of someone to receive the 
trophies from the Lord Mayor of Manchester. 
Then it happened at the back of King's Hall 
that about 12 of the New Zealanders started a 
::-.raori dance, and another party took over at the 
entrance where the bands enter to play in the 
contest . Yes, something unusual, but we 
enj oyed every minute of it. 
By the time this is in print the " D . H . "  
finals at Belle Vue will have been decided 
(September 1 9th ) .  We now turn to the Earls 
Court Championship. Does anyone mind if I tip 
Dyke once again ? October l 7th is the date in 
case you don' t  know. 
Another event of interest on October l Sth, the 
Sunday following the Earls Court Contest, is 
the '.\r ational Brass Band Club Memorial volume '
being dedicated in St. Sepulchres Church, 
London, where it will rest for all time. Applic­
ation for tickets for the service should be made 
in writing to the secretary, 1 5  \Vest Street, 
London, \V . C . 2 .  
M ost bands will have finished their engage­
ments by now and be settling down to winter 
activities, etc . 
1 have heard some good reports on the play­
i ng of Creswell Colliery during their two weeks' 
stay at Scarborough. They were conducted by 
i\Ir. G.  Hespe except, of course, whilst he was at 
Belle Yue. 
I am very pleased to learn that the recent 
pit accident at Lingdale did not involve any of 
the members of Lingdale Miners' Band. 
Donations towards the garden party organised 
in A ugust by York Railway Institute Band 
(Ladies' Section) keep coming in and I now 
understand over £39 has been raised . They are 
now busy arranging other activities for the 
winter. The band have held their A . G.iYI. ; there 
are two main changes in officials. The chairman 
is n uw :\Ir. A. Wilson ; though not a playing 
member, he is a most ardent and enthusiastic 
worker, always willing to do whatever he can 
for the good of the band . The secretary is now 
Mr. F. Holmes, of 8 Lavender Grove, York. 
This will be of use to Association secretaries, etc . 
Sunday work has played havoc with this band 
d uring the past season, nevertheless all engage­
ments '-Vere carried ont and a satisfactory year 
was reported. Even though the band had not 
been successful at contests this year they had 
on each occasion given very good performances. 
ln the notes o[ the August issue I suggested 
the possibility of forming a Brass Band Society 
in th1 area as a means of creating more interest 
amongst bands. I asked for views on lhe matter, 
but so far nothing has been received. ·what a 
pity this is, especially when this paper reaches 
every band in the North and East Ridings. I 
once again appeal to you-Do you feel that a 
Brass Band Society is needed in this Area ? 
Come along Hull,  Cottingham, Filey, Bridlington, 
Scarborough, Pocklington, Driffield, Beverley, 
Pickering, Kirbymoorside, Malton, Swinton, 
Terringtun, Easingwold, Thirsk, etc . ,  etc. A 
line from any band in the �·forth and East 
l<.idings giving tl1eir views will be greatly 
appn·ciated. 
EX. MAR. COJ\I. 
----·+-----
ROSSENDALE & EAST LAN CS 
Sorry to say that l sent no notes for the 
September issue of the " B . B. N . "  Easy to 
forget ll'hen one is on holiday al a place where 
no band ever disturbs the air, and especially 
when not a single item. of news is forthcoming 
from any local hanct . 
The great day at Belle Yue is over, and no 
douut all of us wl10 attended were well rewarded 
by some very fine playing. As usual those bands 
with the best facilities for rehearsals, etc . ,  came 
out on the top . Congratulations to the prize 
winners, and good wishes to all. 
The Diolricl was represented in the " D . H . "  
Fourth Section final b y  Haslingden Boro . ,  
\\ inners o f  their Area Sec lion, l hope o u r  friend 
J oe :.'llcQuilton had the pleasure of guiding 
his band to success. 
:\iost bands have finished their season, and 
now apart from football matches and j ust a Iew 
" mter concerts it is easy lo get into a rut. 
However, r am told that the District Committee 
of the X .\V . Association are hoping by various 
means to keep the bands alive. A band weekend 
is being held in l\ovember, when }fr.  Eric Ball 
" ill be amongst us ; this is indeed good news. 
Also one or two contests arc being planned ; 
perhaps }fr. Gluyas, the District Secretary, will 
let me have some details of these events for 
the next issue.  
One or two bands have suffered again from 
the calls of National Service; this is a trial to 
all bands. Irwell Springs have been depleted 
through this cause, and one or two have left for 
other reasons, but they will fill the ranks again 
I am sure . Goodshaw also are hit, but here again 
they will overcome it somehow. 
. -'i s  I look at the youth in our bands I wonder 
how wi ll they manage when these youths reach 
the age of Service. �ight school also makes 
empty chairs al week-night rehearsals, but 
somehow or other these difficulties are overcome . 
h'.ecenlly Burnley Citadel S . A .  Band had a 
v ry important ceremony. Mr. H. Morris, who 
has been with them for over forty years, thirty­
threP vears as B . M . ,  has retired. Herbert 
jo,i.!fi� " he band when a boy, and has given 
�erv1cc over the years, and the band 
< been in the forefront of Provincial S . A .  
uands .  Vi e l l  done, l\I r .  Morris, the tributes paid 
you were well earned . The new B . M .  is Mr. 
C. Clewlow, another S . A .  product, and it is 
g nerally fell that he will  prove to be a wortlty 
successor. Best wishes, Mr. Clewlow, in your 
very worthy task. 
WEAVE !{. 
(Nautical Selection ) .  Arr. R. Barsotti . .  8/- 1 0/6 8d .  
M e n  o f  England I 
( Patnot1c Interlude-with Chorus ad lib ) .  � Card 
The evening concert, given by the l wo 
winning bands, .New Zealand and C . W. S . ,  was 
transferred lo the Waverley Market, owing to 
weather conditions, and the attendance was 
satisfactory in the old home o f  the Scottish 
Championships. Some brilliant playing was 
heard, first from Manchester C .  W . S .  then from 
New Zealand and from Ken Smith, accom­
panied by the latter band. 
Ketelbey j size 
Queen's Colour 
3/- 3/6 3d .  
Now also i s  the time for the A . G . M .  when 
again good bandsmen will be confirming or 
condemning the work of their offLcials and com­
nlittee men. It is up to every member to attend 
t�csc meetings to weed-out the non-workers and 
b 1ild up good committees, 1f progress is lo be 
tl\eir aim. 
(6/8 March) .  R.  Barsotti 
Butterflies in the Rain 
(Novelty) .  Sherman Myers 
Fairy on the Clock 
(Novelty) .  Sherman Myer:; 
Merry Musicians 
(Cornet Duet. ) H. Mainzer 
New Post Horn Galop 







3/6 3d .  
6/- 5 d .  
6/ - Sd. 
6/- 5d. 
6/- 5 d .  
T t  i s  with regret, I hear of t h e  disbanding 
of Leyland British Legion, still without con­
firmation however. This band have suffered 
" heavy weather " for a year or two, and only 
hard and -keen work by a few members has 
kept the flag flying up to now. The past summer 
has been a nightmare to their Secretary and 
Bandmaster, who have both chased borrowed 
players all over the district. If then my reporl is 
true, we have lost yet another old band, as they 
were previously known as Leyland Band. 
Mr. Smith, conductor o f  the New Zealand 
band, was presented with a life membership 
medal from the S . A . B . A . ,  by the hands of Mr. 
M r .  Cunningham, chairman of that body, a 
gesture most appropriate, and greatly appreci­
ated by the recipient. 
(Solo for Cornet, Clarinet or Xylophone. )  
J .  Rixner . .  5/- 6/- 5d. 
Despite the good form of St. David's,  they 
were u nable to command a winning place in the 
" Daily Herald " Finals. Nevertheless, they did 
wdl lo reach the finals, and will no doubt hope 
to improve next year. 
Brindle continue steadily to please the Deep­
dale supporters and recently concluded the 
Sunday concerts in Preston Parks. 
Preston Town are looking forward confidently 
to an improved band by the time the Area 
Contests come roun d .  The position of Band­
master will, it is hoped, be settled very soon. 
The annual Band Trip concluded their summer 
season, when most of the members and a few 
friends visited Clapham for tea and a bowling 
handicap before going on to Morecambe. This 
band have made many new friends during the 
past season, and their engagements list looks 
very healthy at this early date. Despite what 
others expected they will contest as usual early 
in the New Year. At their next A . G . M . ,  the 
Secretary is hopeful of informing his members 
that the enormous debt on new u niforms has 
been cleared, which is a really good show for a 
band lacking in financial support. 
Forthcoming Brass Band events in Preston 
will be of course the \•Vinter Gardens Concerts, 
when Excelsior, Preston Town, St. David' s  and 
one other band will be on show. 
Until next time then, best wishes from 
PROUD PRESTON. 
CLYDESIDE NOTES 
The Edinburgh Festival Contest can be written 
down as a success, musically, financially, and as 
a spectacle. Unfortunately the weather broke 
down during the later stages oI it, a circum­
stance specially unfortunate for Clydebank, 
who were i n  the middle of their testpiece, and 
the scurrying of the audience for shelter must 
have had a rather disconcerting effect on them, 
although I thought they stood up to the ordeal 
remarkably well. 
I would say the standard of playing i n  all 
sections was very good, but not quite so out­
standing as I expected. Perhaps I had set too 
high a standard. In the March contest some very 
u ntidy playing was heard, and some unsteady 
deportment noticed. On the other hand most 
bands had taken the thing seriously, so that 
on the whole we thoroughly enjoyed ourstilves. 
So far as the Deportment contest was concerned 
it was a "  walk over " for Xew Zealand. These 
chaps had quite obviously specialised in marching 
with military precision, and their display left 
no doubt in our minds as to the adj udicators' 
decision. 
In the Hymn and Selection contests some 
out-and-in playing was evident with some 
bands j ust a wee bit out of their depths in tl1e 
selections chosen . Also one or two of the top 
notch.ers rather disappointed me by not quite reachmg the heights I anticipated. On the 
other hand I heard some first-class playing, and 
altogether had a thoroughly enjoyable time, 
until the weather let us down. 
To Govan again fell the doubtful honour oI 
setting the ball a-rolling. The piece they chose 
was technically and physically difficult-only 
a band in the pink of condition individually and 
collectively, shonld attempt it, for lack of 
rehearsal soon tells. They put over a fairly good 
show, with Mr. Grant inspiring and encourag­
ing them i n  his own inimitable way. 
Clayton Aniline who followed produced 
playing of the highest order, and many like 
myself, right to the end, thought they should 
have been further up. Congratulations Mr. 
Buttress on a really fine show. 
S . C . W . S .  under Mr. Hawkins, shone in 
tonal qualities and despite rather obvious slips, 
impressed u s  with their general all round 
excellence. They were obviously well rehearsed, 
and expertly controlled. 
The New Zealand band had a clean, precise, 
well balanced and tuneful performance, which 
did not, however, completely satisfy me. I 
have heard their chosen piece played better, 
but there's no doubt whatever they are a fine 
band whom it has been a great privilege to 
have in our midst, and they leave behind a 
happy memory, and a warm aITectiun . May 
l wish them " Bon Voyage. "  
Bowhill Colliery (Mr. Rimmer) ,  while playing 
a reasonauly good performance did not quite do 
themselves j u stice. I have heard them much 
beUer and I ' m  sure they will redeem their repu­
tation before long, at the Scottish Championship 
for mstance. Their performance, nevertheless, 
had much to admire-the essential qualities 
are all there. 
Clydebank (Mr. Hoggans) j ust the usnal 
Clydebank performance-rich and full tone 
being predominant. I have heard them on the 
same piece. at other contests and thought their rendition iI anything slightly better on this 
occaston, but it was difficult to discriminate. 
It seemed they must be well in considering what 
had gone before. 
Tullis RusseH (l\Ir. Rimmer) playing an old 
favoun�e . of the1rs, but not j ust up to current form. Still they had many impressive moments 
to prove that they are still a force to be reckoned 
with. 
Here then are the full results : March : I st 
New Zealand ; 2nd, Scottish C.  \'v". S .  Deport� 
ment : l sl ,  New Zealand ; Hymn : l st, C . W . S .  
(Manchester) ; 2nd, New Zealand. Selection · 
l st, Xew Zealand, also l s t in Percussion sec� 
I have j nst had a note from a correspondent 
who signs himself " Exiled Scot," who I gather 
is banding somewhere in the London area. He 
has been attending Hyde Park frequently 
listening to Clydebank, and writes very glow­
ingly of their playing and of the warm reception 
accorded them at every performance. He says 
they have left behind a very fine impression, 
and mentions proudly the scenes of enthusiasm 
at the end oI lhe final programme ; even after 
the National Anthem had been played. That's 
good news, which I am glad to report, and may I 
congratulate Clydebank and Mr. Haggans on 
having so worthily upheld their own prestige, 
and that of Scottish bands in general. 
FOR OLDE TYME DANCING 
Here are the results of the fourth section 
S . A . B . A .  Championship, held in Falkirk Town 
Hall, on Saturday, 5th September, adj udicated 
by Mr. Harold Laycock : 
Selection : l st, Alloa Collieries (Chas. Telfer) ; 
2nd, New Cummock ( J .  Connell ) ; 3rd ,  Shotts 
Foundry (] . Sneddon ) ; 4th, Black braes (W. 
Crane ) .  March : l st ,  Alloa Collieries ; 2nd, 
Winchburgh (P.  Pritchard) ; 3rd, New Cum­
nock. 
May I warmly congratulate Alloa Collieries 
(and M r  Telfer) on their dual success. So far as 
I know they are of comparatively recent origin, 
so thelf quick advancement reflects great credit 
on all who worked for its attainment. Their 
future progress will depend on the continuance of 
the
_ 
same hard work and enthusiasm, qualities 
which, I feel sure, will not be lacking. Best 
wishes for the future. 
Congratulations, too, to New Cumnock on 
the
_
ir very creditable position as runners-up, 
which I assume will 
_
ensure their stepping-up 
to thlfd section. The1r success i s  all the more 
gratifying since Ayrshire bands these days are 
not the powers in the land they used to be, but 
there's no reason i n  the world why that position 
should be accepted, and I ' m  sure i t  won 't be.  
Glad to see Shotts Foundry working back to 
former greatness. This is one of the oldest 
bands i n  Scotland, and their rightful  place is 
at the top. Here' s  hoping the determination to 
get there is strong enougl1 tu surmount all 
uustacles. 
Other Association championships will now 
follow regularly, so if Mr. Abbott, the S . A . B . A .  
Secretary, cares t o  accept the co-operation o f  
this column in publicising these events, h e  has 
only to send along full  particulars in each case, 
to be assured o[ lhat. Our object is to give 
all assistance possible to further the brass band 
cause and we recognise that, more than ever 
before, Associations need all the help they can 
get to meet the crisis now threatening our 
movement. A great responsibility rests on all 
oi us,  and only if we face it  unflinchingly, and 




I n  the Micl-Corwall area the Bugle (J . Lennon ) 
and Stenalecs (G.  Bennett ) ,  bands are bolh, 
through resignations aml service calls, in need 
oI players. The above conductors will, in com­
mon with others. need a busy winter with recruits 
to make a satisfactory band available for next 
season. 
It is goo<l tu hear that St. Austell have now 
overcome their bandroom d ifficulty. J\lr. Brewer 
is now able to conduct rehearsals -for his p layers 
and also the members of St. Blazey band who 
are without a bandmaster. 
We hear that a meeting is beino- arrano-ed 
�ith the object of amalgamating tlie 
"
st. Austell 
Iowt� , and Mount Charles (St. Austell) bands. 
lt this could be amicably broug!1l about with 
a strong representative manao-cment and able 
leadership, all concerned sho uld benefit and the 
town of St.  Austell could eventuallv secure a 
leading band in the county. 
, 
The ='<ational Band of New Zealand con­
ducted by Mr. K .  G .  L .  Smith, paid a successful 
return visit to Camborne, and also gave an 
evemng concert at St. Austell Stadwm. Their 
playing 
_:-
'lnd marching was highly praised. 
The :> . vV . B . B . A .  annual contest i s  again to 
be held at Torquay Town Hall, on November 
2 l st, and members of the Association have 
�een supplied with schedules by the H o n .  
Secretary, M r .  J .  F. Wilson, 8 Hillside Avenue, 
:vlultey, Plymouth. There will be no prizes, 
but haH of the profits will be shared by bands 
competmg. Next year's ( 1 954) contest dates 
and officials are as follows : Saturday, �lay Sth, 
Area contest at Exeter Civic Hall ; Hon. 
Sec . ,  Mr. ]. F .  Bedwell, Camperdown Terrace, 
Exmoutb ; Saturday, J une 1 9th, the 30th Band 
Festival at Bugle, Promoter, Mr. F. J .  P. 
h'.tc!tards, St. Mary's Road \V. ,  Newquay ; and 
contest at Stenalees on J ul y  l Uth, Hon. Sec . ,  
M r .  G .  Martyn, Stenalccs, S t .  Austell .  
Though disappointed that neither of our 
Cornish bands were successful at the Xational 
finals at Belle Vue, we extend congratulations 
to the successful band of the \.Vestcrn A.rea 
Aldbourne Silver, who were only a point belm� 
the wmners. 
Mariquita 
(Tango. )  R. Barsotti 
Song of the River 
5/ - 6/- 5d. 
(Waltz . )  Archibald J oyce 5/- 6/- 5d. 
BOSWORTH & CO. LTD., 1 4/ 1 8  Heddon St., Regent St., London, W.I .  
LANCASTER & DISTRICT 
�ews is scarce this month. Owing to sickness 
I have not been able to go seeking it, and I 
ha
_
ve not yet received Mr. Brownbill's promised 
epistle, but I am pleased he is taking the band 
to Altrincham contest with the grand testpiece, 
" Recollections of Englan d . "  By the time 
these notes are read the results will be known, 
and on present form Sturey's should be top. 
The band have had a very busy season, and 
have always maintained their first class style 
and tone . · 
Speaking of contests, I notice a scribe who 
writes in a contemporary, who styles himself 
" Glevum , "  has been taking my fellow scribe 
" Western Boom " to task for his outspoken 
comments o n  a certain contest, with which 
comments 1 entirely agree. I always enjoy 
readmg " W. B . " s  notes, and was disappointed 
in not finding his report last month. Now 
' W. B . "  don't let him get away with i t  (I­
certainly would not ) ,  but take courage from 
Mr. . Archer, Publicity Officer of Fishponds Bnttsh Legion . It is the right kind of a letter, 
and is a grand �ribut� to_ 
you, personally, and the 
good old B . B . N .  I t  1s like a breath of fresh air, 
after reading Glevum's u ncalled for diatribe. 
Sorry I have n o  special news j ust now from 
Lancaster S . A . ,  but I understand they are very 
busy with their own Corps work. 
K . O . R. L . R . ,  u n der B . M .  Page j oined forces 
with the l st Batt. Band when the regiment 
received the " Freedom of the Citv of Lancaster " 
in front of the City Hall, before a tremendo�s 
crowd. I t  was an inspiring sight when both 
bands marched past and received the salute 
from the :Vlayor and Corporation .  
Sorry I have no news from Carnforth S . A. at 
present, but I trust the band are still pro­
gressing. 
I am very pleased to hear Calder Vale are 
keeping their encl up;  I think they are the 
most progressive band in this district. I r� ad 
in the local press that they gave a grand concert 
on Heysham Head the other Sunday. Pleased 
to note Mr. Brownbill is still attending them. 
I went t o  Caton Gala on a recent Saturday 
afternoon, and was very pleased to see and 
hear Kendal Boro. heading the procession, and 
afterwards, under B . M. .  May, they gave a good 
programme of marches, selections and m usical 
comedy n umbers. The band were rather small 
i n  n umbers, but well balanced . 
I heard Wingates Temperance the other 
Sunday afternoon, when under their musical 
director Mr. J .  Eckersley, they gave a grand 
concert to a packed audience, the band and 
soloists excelling themselves. Sorry I was not 
able to stay for the e vening concert on the 
Harbour bandstand. 
I was disappointed in not being able to l1ear 
Irwell Springs, u nder my old friend Mr. F .  
Garth, b u t  I was told they were i n  excellent 
form . 
J O H :\  - 0 - GUAXT. 
---�·•---� 
WEST RIDING NOTES 
The great Belle Vue contest is now a thing of 
the past, but how manv who listened to 
that feast of mu sic, will forget the marvellous 
playing from all the bands ' The testpiece was 
not technically difficult,  but Mr. Hespe left 
much tu the sublety and imagination of the 
conductor, and how well did the men at the helm 
use their musical abilities to try to give us all 
a true reproduction of the subject in mind. 
Some of them must have virtually slept wilh 
the story under their p illows to be able to 
portray it in music . 
The second, third and fourth sections of the 
" D. H . "  finals were held on Sept. 1 9th and 
some good playing was the order of the day. 
We i n  the \.Vest Riding did not fare so well as 
prizewinners, Prince Smilh and Stells being 
our only winner in section 2 .  
The West Riding Brass Band Society hold 
their grading contest for 2nd and 3rd section 
bands at Ossett Town Hall,  on Oct. l lth, when 
the testpiece is that evergreen selection " Gems 
of Old England " (W. & R. ) .  Mr. T .  F. Atkinson 
is the adj udicator. 
Harrogate Brass Band Association will hold 
their annual contest in Yeadon Town Hall, on 
Oct. 24th. Mr. F. Braithwaite is the aclj n dicator, 
and testpieces will be " U ndine " and " Son rrs 
of England, " also own choice march. 
0 
Tlte Grand Finale at Earls Court should be a 
great wind-up to a wonderful Coronation year 
and who knows, we may find a new name on 
the Championship Shield . 
Armley and \\'orller have had a fairly good 
season and Mr. Dowling is a staunch worker for 
the Brass Band movement . 
Butlerfteld's Tank Works arc having good 
rehearsals u nder Mr. B. Burns, and I hear 
rum
_
ours of the band having professional 
tmtton from Mr. Eric Ball, Mr. Burns has done 
some very good work with this band and he is 
hoping to retain the championships of th e 
Harrogate and West Riding Associations in 
the near fu lure. H is masterly playino- of the 
soprano part with Black Dyke at Belle Vue, 
was very inspiring to all.  H is playing does not 
suffer by his launching out as a conductor and 
teacher. 
Bradford VicLoria have had a busy season 
and have again been hit by National Service call­
up, but Mr. Atkinson has drafted some of the 
Bradford Boys ' Band in and will soon be back 
at full strength. 
are progressing well u nder that old stalwart, 
Mr. Hubert Hepworth and are hoping to com­
pete at Ossett. 
Daisy Hill are going out for Ossett and Mr. 
Parker is doing his best to get them into the 
2nd section. 
Gawthorpe are very quiet j ust now. Come 
on, Herbert, rouse the boys and let u s  be hearing 
you on the contest stage once again. 
Hammonds Sauce \'Yorks. I have heard 
nothing from this band recently but I a m  sure 
Mr. Collison will be all out to retain the Cham­
pionship of the Halifax Association again. I saw 
him at Belle Vue and had a nice chat. 
Leeds City are in good order and will be at 
Ossett and Yeadon under their new musical 
director. 
Leeds Model are advertising for players in 
the local paper. What is the matter here ? The 
last time I heard them they had quite an 
efficient band together. 
Ossett will be all out to make a good show 
before the local townspeople at the West Riding 
Contest, and I wish them luck. This band 
has a good Ladies' Section. 
Rawdon are preparing quietly for next year's 
con
_
tests . . I had a chat with Mr. L.  Hargreaves, their gemal conductor, who is very optimistic 
about his young players. I f  only poachers will 
leave him alone, I am sure he will give the 
locals a great surprise. He has had a very good 
musical educat10n u n der Mr. T. Eastwood and 
J .  W .  Wood, and is forever seeking information 
to help him in the brass band world . Here is a 
man who should come out into the open and 
not hide his knowledge. H e  is a willing horse 
and ever ready to help any band either by his 
playing or his musical and brass banding 
knowledge. His l ibrary of brass band records 
and writings is very interesting. 
Yeadon are plodding away and will be heard 
at both Yeadon and Ossett Contests. Sorry to 
hear Mr. Dyson has had to go to hospital. 
Y orkslure Transport. Thank you for your kind 
letter Mr. Kellett. I hope to see you a_t Earls 
Court and have a chat with you. The band 
have had a very busy season under their genial 
bandmaster, Councillor C.  Smith. Hope to have 
a chat soon Charlie. 
Yorkshire Copperworks gave a nice rendition 
at Belle Vue under }fr. Whitehead. The band 
have had a good season and are keeping in 
good order. Mr. Whitehead is also giving lessons 
to Knottingley who will attend Ossett and 
Yeadon. 
Yewco Works are doing very well under Mr. 
Lunn. They were placed 4th i n  March and 5th 
i n  Selection at Edinburgh I nvitation Contest. 
I heard them recently in Northcliffe Woods 




HIGH PEAK NOTES 
I was more lhan delighted recently to meet 
young Alfie Sellars who now p lays solo trombone 
with Sankeys Castle Works. Alfie is now married 
and he tells me he enjoys his new life i n  the 
}iidlands. H is playing nowadays is of a very 
lug It standard. 
Several local bands have given concerts 
in the Gardens, B u xton . It is good to see the 
encouragement that is fostered and I feel sure 
the bands will give of their best on these 
occasions. 
I heard �ew Mills Old the other week and 
they certainly played well. The tone of the 
band was solid and the march playing was 
cnsp and smart. 
vVhaley Bridge Public seem u n lucky al the 
moment with illness which is keeping good p layers 
away from rehearsals, etc. Henry King, their 
solo trombone player, is recovering from a very 
senous illness, but I am pleased to note he is 
much better and hopes to be back in form before 
long. Mr. Arthur Bennett, their well-known 
BB bass player, has been i n  hospital several 
weeks. " Tat, " as he is known to all, will have 
the best wishes from all " Peak " bandsmen for 
a speedy recovery. 
Chapel-en-le-Frith are entered for the contest 
at Altrincham ; we will know the resnlts when 
these notes are p ublished. 
The J oy Book this year contains some very 
fine works, and 1t 1s hoped local bands will keep 
mterest going by giving the members a chance 
to play those whole-hearted brass band numbers. 
Castleton Silver were engaged to play for the 
Local \i\fakes Week Celebration. The cele­
brations opened with a Church Parade on 
Sunday, September 6th, headed by lhe band . 
On Monday the new Wakes Queen was crowned 
and during the evening the band were con� 
ducted by Mr. Leonard Davis, B . B . C. M . ,  who 
was engaged at the Workers' Music Association ' s  
Summer School for Brass Bandsmen being held 
that particular week at Castleton . On Thursday, 
a band drawn from the Summer School for Brass 
Bandsmen gave a concert in the Peak Pavilion, 
when Mr. Leonard Davis invited any members 
of Castleton who were interested to have a blow 
with the band. The concluding engagement was 
the heading of the Fancy Dress Parade on the 
final Saturday. 
I trust all progressive bands will realise 
the need for a real progressive winter' s  rehearsals, 
and thus prepare themselves for tl1e hi o-h 
awards and excellent prizes available al tlte 
above contests.
_ 
The bands' great opportunity as 
strcs8ed at this . year's Bugle festival by the promoter, Mr. RtchaFdS.. 1s the clevdopment of 
you thful players. That it brings success is 
proved by the Ystalfyera Public band, whose 
aim of rebuilding lheir band on youtl1, enabled 
them to wm the fourth section " Daily Herald " 
Nat10nal Challenge Trophy, anJ l st prize at 
lhe Belle Vue finals . Their solo cornet ao-ed 1 0  
years, had with him a second cornet �f l O, 
a third cornet o [  9, a burn soloist 13 and tl1e 
euphonium, 1 4. Congratulations to ti1em, and 
I hope that the band leaders of Cornwall will 
strive lo follow such an excellent example. 
CORNU B I A � .  
Black Dyke J uniors were engaged for a 
I "  Safety First " Night for the Police. The band 
The band recently purchased a full set of new 
uni[orms at a cost of £304. Although the Uni­
form Scheme was only launched as recently as 
la t December, the whole of the cost of the uni­
forms was raised by the end of J uly.  \'Vhen 
1t is remembered that the village has a popuia­
lion of only j ust over 600, you will agree that 
this is a magnificent achievement for which 
their energetic Ladies' Committee deserve a 
great deal of the cred it. 
P R I D E  OI' THE PEAK .  
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O XFORD AND DISTRICT 
Mr. H. Haigh, were worthy winners. 
Kirkburton Victoria, under Mr. F. Braith­
waite, attended the Association Contest and, 
. although not in the prize list, the members were i satisfied with their efforts and intend to compete 
at other contests during the winter months. 
Clayton West engaged Mr. M .  Wood to take 
them to the Association Contest. I was greatly 
impressed with their performance and as this 
is a young combination we can expect to hear 
· good things from them in the future. 
Elland Silver, under Mr. N. Newsome, cap­
, tured 3rd prize in 5ection B ; this combination 
are going to make their mark in the near future. 
Slaithwaite did not attend the Association 
Contest as I am informed they intend to com­
pete at the Bury and Rochdale Contests, and 
have engaged Mr. M. Wood of Brighouse for the 
occasions .  
Marsden Silver also intend t o  compete a t  the 
Bury and Rochdale events and have Mr. J .  \V . 
Kaye at the helm. 
I was very pleased with the performance of 
Hooley at the Association Contest and expected 
them to be in the prize list. Under Mr. A .  
A few lines, per M r .  R. M .  Smith, treasurer o f 
City of Oxford Silver, inform me that they held 
a most successful Flower Show, the third annual 
event of its kind, on September 5th, the band 
playing during the proceedings. On the following 
day, Sunday, the 6th, the band gave a concert 
Beardsall this band are doing well, and they 
entertain the residents in the village very often 
with their services at various functions. 
The Concert given in the Town Hall by the 
New Zealand band was a musical treat. The 
band were in great form also the soloists. They 
were given a civic reception by the Deputy 
Mayor and Mr. W. Whiteley of Brighouse ; there 
was a full house. 
· to inmates of H . M .  Prison, Oxford, supported 
by guest artistes, " The ·watts, " who, says Mr. 
Smith, are certainly very mysterious in their 
act. Entries for the contest on October 3rd are 
coming in well, I understand, but I do not know 
what the final entry is, although I see by the 
schedule that the closing date was the 1 9th. 
I hope that they have a real bumper, all the same. 
No news at first hand from Reading, re their 
contest, but I understand that two " L. J  . "  
testpieces have been chosen, including that old 
favourite " Dawn of Spring," which should 
attract a good entry. 
Morris Motors are hard at work on the test­
piece for the final C::hampionship in London, and 
I understand are making good progress on it. 
I shall be pleased to know when the final re­
hearsals are being held so that I may pay you 
a visit. 
Pressed Steel are keeping fairly quiet, but 
_ giving their periodical concerts in the ·works 
Canteen . I am sorry to hear that their able 
conductor, Mr. H. \V. V. Roberts, is in hospital, 
and when I last heard, was not at all 
well. I sincerely trust that he will soon be 
on the mend again, and resume his place with 
the band. The band are short of a couple of 
cornet players, but have had the bass end 
reinforced by a fresh arrival from Darking. 
Writing of bass players, I mentioned in my last 
_notes that Abingdon Borough could do with a , good bass player ; since then Mr. " Monty " 
\i\lhite, late of Swindon Prospect, has come to 
live in the town and has linked up on the BBb 
bass ; he is a great asset to the band. 
A correspondent informs me that there is a 
prospect of a contest being held at Banbury in 
.May or J u ne next, under the auspices of the Arts and Crafts organisation. I shall look forward 
to m ore news of this event. 
News has j ust reached me that Cyril Davies, 
late soprano of Morris Motors, and recently of 
Glynneath, passed away from thrombosis while 
at Manchester, news which I regret to receive. 
I remember him as a capable player when with 
Morris Motors. 
Reading Military report that after a hectic 
season, they are now able to relax a little, 
although they will still be busy, with 23 dates at 
Elm Park Football Ground . .  They are still short 
of a few cornet players, and they have tem­
porarily lost their top man, owing to having his 
teeth out. \Vith this trouble, plus preparing for 
next season's work, they regret that they will 
be unable to compete at the Reading Contest, 
much as they would have liked to do. 
Newport Pagnell report that they are consider­
ing entering for Reading, but owing to shortage 
·of players at their rehearsals, have not yet 
decided. They have also lost a bass player, who 
has married and moved t o  Luton, where I hope 
he will link up with one of the bands there. 
News of other bands is not forthcoming, but 
I trust they are all busy, and hope to see and 
hear many of them at Oxford and Reading. 
Congratulations to Aldbourne Silver Band on 
their success at Belle Bue on Saturday, in 
gaining second prize in the 2nd section of the 
" D H . ' ' finals. 
PIU VIVO. 
HUDDERSFIELD NO TES 
The H .  & D .  Brass Band Association Annual 
Contests held in Greenhead Park attracted large 
audiences. Mr. N. Thorpe of Blackball was the 
adj udicator and his decisions were well received. 
Hade Edge seem to have overcome their set­
backs and gave a splendid performance under 
Mr. A. Robinson to become the first holders of 
the Almondbury and Lower Houses Trophy. 
Lindley, under Mr. P .  Wadsworth, put up a 
splendid performance, and but for a few careless 
mishaps, might have been the winners in Section 
" A , "  but had to be content with second place. 
Lockwood, under Mr. C. Lunn, secured 3rd 
place in Section " A. "  This combination are 
again entertaining the crowds at the Fartown 
football ground. They received many good com­
ments on their playing and deportment and are 
popular favourites with the crowd. 
In Section '. ' B-'. ' there were seven competitors 
and the playmg m general showed a good im-
Belle Vue Contest was again a wonderful day 
and created the usual surprises and disappoint­
ments. In congratulating the New Zealand band 
on their success I cannot help feeling sorry for 
the members of the Black Dyke Mills band. 
They gave a brilliant display and many thought 
it would not be beaten. Better luck in London. 
On going to press 1 have not been able to 
record any results of the " Daily Herald " Finals 
at Belle Vue but I am hoping that our local 
representatives Skelmanthorpe, Holme Silver 
and Linthwaite have figured in their respective 
sections. 
During the month we are to have a Massed 
Band Concert in the Town Hall. The bands 
taking part are the Brighouse & Rastrick, 
Foden's Motor Works and Black Dyke Mills, 
with Mr. H. Mortimer as guest conductor. 
'.The Empress Hall Finals also take place 
during the month and we are looking forward 
to our North Eastern Area Bands, Brighouse & 
Rastrick and Black Dyke Mills, being well to the 
fore. 
I hope to attend the Scape Goat Hill Slow 
Melody Contest on October 3rd and also to see 
a good entry. Mr. M. ·wood is the adjudicator 
and a good day for all attending can be expected. 
OLD TROMBONE. 
DERBYSHIRE NOTE S  
Riddings Silver (conductor, M r .  Caleb 
M artin ) ; During an open air service organ­
ised by the Riddings Congregational Church 
on Riddings M arket Place, recently, the 
band played accompaniments to the hymn 
singing and rendered a selection . M ore 
recently the band visited the Walton S an a­
torium, near Chesterfield, and gave a concert 
for the entertainment of the patients ; later 
they went 1,n to the P arwich H ospital and 
gave a concert there. Besides providing 
musical enj oyment the band members took 
along many gifts . This indeed i s  doing a 
fine service and is much to be commended . 
D arley D ale Silver ; I n  association with the 
recent British Legion Rally held in Chats­
worth Grounds the band played selections 
during the ;i fternoon and evening events. 
Ripley United Silver Prize ( conductor, Mr. 
J. Saint) ; Under the series o f  b an d  concerts 
organised by the Ripley U . D . C . ,  the band 
gave a concert on the Cricket Ground, 
Ambergate, this being the l ast o f  the series 
of concerts for this season. 
Derby Railway Works gave a concert 
recently at Belper, under the Belper U . D . C .  
series of band concerts held i n  the Belper 
River Gardens.  
Hathersage Silver (secretary, M r .  R .  Ras­
tall ) ,  recently convened a public mee�ing in 
their appeal for funds towards new umforms. 
The meeting was well attended and the 
Chairman, Mr. J. E. Frost, stated that it 
was over forty years since the band acquired 
their present sty le o f  uniforms ; these had 
been replaced at varying i ntervals, but now 
the bandsmen felt that an entirely new 
design should be adopted and to achieve 
their ambition a sum of £350 to £400 would 
be required.  The secretary, M r .  R.  Ras tall ,  
gave a statement o f  accounts and with 
instrument repairs, etc . :  it would take some 
considerable time to raise this amount. The 
meeting undertook to i ssue a public appeal 
rmd various other schemes were considered. 
It was agreed that those present should be 
co-opted with the band committee, so that 
the schemes could be put into operation 
immediately. 
T ideswell Silver headed the procession in 
connection with the annual Plague Com­
memoration Service held in Cucklet Delph, 
Eyam. 
Teversal Collieries ( conductor, Mr. Sam 
Smith) ,  recently took part in the Miners' 
Gnlit D ay held on Alfreton P ark , heading the 
procession of decorated drays to the park 
and playing selections throughout the events 
during the afternoon and evening 
sessions. 
A �� UNIQUIP UNIFORM '' 
• 
IS a sound investment ! 
================* ========== 
SMART AND ATTRACTIVE 
APPE AR AN C E  SE CURES 
THE BEST ENGAGEMENTS 
============* ========== 
Holme Mills recently gave a concert in 
associ ation with the Bolsover Illuminations.  
M anchester C .W . S .  recently gave a con­
cert in the Civic Theatre, Chesterfield, organ­
i sed by the Chesterfield Borough Council, 
and in the afternoon gave a concert in the 
Queens Park , Chesterfield.  
" CO RN ET , , BAN D JOURNAL FOR 1 954· 
NOW ON SALE ! 
Extrls Mr. J. Sutton, o f  Alfreton,  died recently 
aged eighty-six. In his younger days he was 
a well known chorister and was also a 
prominent member of the Church Temper­
ance band . Thi s band was in existence some 
years ago, l ong before my time and before 
many of the present local bandsmen's time. 
No doubt there are still one or two old 
stalwarts l ocally who still remember the 
band, and this will probably bring back 
memories to them. I wonder how many of 
the older members of the local bands 
remember � uch bands as Birchwood Am bu­
lance band, Denby Brass Band, Codnor Old , 
and others .  
N ational Rhapsody " Rhapsody of Britain " Drake Rimmer 9/6 6d. 
Ton e  Poem . . .  " Th e  Golden H i nd " . . . Drake Rimmer 9/6 6d . 
Overtu re . . .  H . M .S. " Pinafore " Sullivan 7 /6 6d. 
Cornet Duet " Golden Rain " Drake Rimmer 7 /6 6d. 
Pot-pou rri  . . . " A Musical Souveni r  " Geo. Hawkins 7 /6 6d. 
N ational Selection " British M e lod i es " ). A. Greenwood 7 /6 6d. 
Dance " Bohem ian Dance (Carm e n )  Bizet 6/6 6d. 
Waltz " Moonl ight " . . .  .. . Geo. Hawkins 5 /6 4d. 
Pre l u d e  to . . . " La Traviata " . . . Verdi 4/· Jd. 
Contest M arch " Black Em peror " ). Whittle . . .  4/- Jd. 
Quick M arch " The Contestor " T. ). Powell 4/- Jd. 
Quick M arch " Royal Salute " . . .  Thos. Tomlinson 4/- Jd. 
Ten splendid N ew Pieces and Two Popu lar Repri nts to the value of £3 1 7s.  Od . which we 
A n ative of Riddings, but later living in 
the Glapwell and Pleas'ley districts, Mr.  
Thomas Corby, aged 74,  died recently. He 
was well known in this district and in his 
younger days was a keen sportsman and a 
bandsman for over 50 years. 
offer by s u bscri ption on the fol lowing terms ; 
Any 20 parts £2 ls. Od. Extras 2/- eac 
Fu l l  scores of the fi rst two n u m be rs 7/6 each 
M u si cal Album for 1 954 (No.  28) Price 2/2 post free 
Well , the greater part of the concert season 
is over for the maj ority of the l ocal bands ,  
a n d  w e  shal l hear l ittl e or next t o  noth i ng 
about them until next season , but that is 
the fault of the secretaries. Admitted there 
will not oe so much activity during the 
winter months as regards concerts , but there 
will be a few contests an d news, however 
small,  is always helpful to fill these 
columns , besides keeping your respective 
bands in the fore. How else but through 
the medium of such band papers ,  can our 
fellow men in other parts of the country 
know that we exist ? I hope to keep the 
" Derbyshire" column going through the 
winter but without a few lines from band 
secretaries it will be a difficult task . There 
are surely enough bands in this county to 
keep a Derbyshire Column full up all the 
time . To mention only a few ; Bolsover 
Colliery M iners' Welfare, Grich United 
Silver, Darley D ale Silver, Derby Railway 
Works, Derby Borough Police, N . C .B .  No. 5 
Area Ambul ance, H athersage Silver, Holme 
M ills, Middleton Silver, M atlock Silver, 
Riddings Silver, Ripley United Silver, Shire­
l and Miners' Welfare, Tideswell Silver, 
Teversal Collieries and many others ; so for 
your band's sake send me your news via 
PUBLISHERS 
RICHARDSON LTD. F. 
S I BS EY 
"CORNET" OFFICE 
LI NCOLNSHIRE BOS TON 
Tel. : Si bsey 238 
:f13rat's l3anb (!ontcsts known player did he think they were going I to win l st prize and his reply was, " I  do 
not care what prize we get, so long as our =================== 
band has played well ." The more I thought B U RY ,  
of this remark, the more I admired this 
certain player. 
:MILLBANK 
BIRMINGHAM & DISTRICT 
Fine weather brought a good "gate" at the 
Association contest on Sunday, 30th August. 
Two bands were prevented from attending, 
Atherstone M iners, o n  account of a pit acci­
d<0nt when their conductor and some 
players were inj ured , and Wood End, 
because National Service had called upon 
scme players. 
Birfield Industries, who came 3rd in 
section "A" were fortunate i n  being assisted the B . B . N .  
ENTHUSIAST by soloists from Revo-the winning ban d .  Coventry School gave quite a nice per­
WIGAN NOTES 
formance in section "A" but they failed to 
please the adjudicator's ear ; they were 
pl aced 2nd in section ' B . "  
Some members of I nvictus were present, 
Once again another memorable September also some of Bloomsbury Institution . 
Delle Vue Contest is over. Every September It seems a pity that bands of th i s  calibre 
Contest brings its memories and its sur- sh ould be unable to enter Class " C "  where 
prises in results, but I doubt if any of the the maximum number of performers is 
past contests will equal the one that we eighteen. 
have j ust witnessed. Indeed , one wonders Birmingham Temple Salvation Army 
where to begin.  Should it lie the wonderful pl ayed to the patients and staff of the 
display given by the New Zealanders, the Chil dren's Hospital , Ladywood, and the 
wonderful effort made by some of our own answer to the question , "Is banding worth 
bands, or the amazing scene of watching Mr.  it ? ' ' was given in the delight of the young 
H arry Mortimer conduct Ransome & M arles inmates, some of whom had been i n  the 
as i f  i n  a dream, the dramatic ending when hospital for many years . During the l ast 
he simply collapsed on the stage, and then few months quite a number of players have 
his return to take Foden's and F airey's in l eft the district of Birmingham Temple, but 
the way that only H arry Mortimer c an do ? it is pleasing to note they have booked up 
There were al so other scenes that occurred, with the Salvation Army bands in the 
and although they were dramatic in a cer- districts where they have gone to live. The 
tain way ,  they were not a credit to tho Temple band wish me to say that if any 
movement. When I think of all the fine Sal vation Army bandsmen come to live in 
men who were at Belle Vue on that day, the vicinity of the Birmingham Temple 
men, to be in whose company was an Corps, M arroway Street, Ladywood, a wel­
honour, and then to think of one or two come awaits them any night as members of 
who are a di sgrace, I feel that i f  it was in thi) band live opposite the h all .  
my power, I would not allow these indi- Twenty-nine engagements have been ful­
viduals inside Belle Vue anymore. Anyway, fllled by Shirley S i lver since the first Sunday 
back to the results . H aving heard Ilfan- i r. May. As uwal the band have been booked 
chester C . W . S . and Black Dyke, I felt that fo�· the seas·Jn at the "St.  Andrews, "  B ir-
only :flawless performnaces could beat these mingham City Football Ground .  Already 
two bands, :a,n d we certainly got them. The several engagements have been arranged for 
New Zealanders excel led in the movements the 1 954 :;eason, including three days in 
where l thought, after hearing them on the Alton Towers. Members of Shirley are still 
wireless, they wou l d  have failed, and that enjoying their rehearsals under M r .  Ray­
was in the deli c ate passages.  I spoke to ' mond Lugg. 
several well k nown bandsmen after, and they Pleased to hear once again from Yir .  
were o[  the same opinion, a n d  although Bradshaw, Publicity Officer for Fisher and 
Fairey's put up a wonderful show the Ludlow's , who have now completed their 
j uilges must h ave h ail one of their h ardest summer engagements list. The inmates of 
tasks i n  separating all the first six bands . . 1 Fcrlands Hospital were entertained recently, 
The bands nearest to my district, Wingates and so also were the old age pensioners in 
and J.:.eyland Motors,  did not disgrace them- Sm all Heath Park ; in each case pleasure 
selves ; I believe that both these bands have was expressed at the performance of the 
been battling under difficulties, and under band. During the winter they have again 
the circumstances, they , played their part decided to vi s it hospitals and prison giving 
well in making the contest one of the concerts . To assist Mr. W. C l ayton ( con­
greatest ever held i n  Belle Vue. ductor of Fisher's ) ,  Mr. W .  Foley (solo 
News is very scarce in the district. The cornet ) h as been appointed as bandmaster. 
Brindle band gave two concerts in M esnes Rehearsals now include "request" nights 
Park recently ,  but the weather was very when members' requests are played and so 
unkind to them. I was told that one of far requests h ave been for testpieces. This 
their officials was not too well pleased, will  certainly help the band to keep in good 
because this i;; not the first time that they trim . At the new engagements at 
h ave been un l u cky, and no doubt they will Warwick and Cannock . the band were well 
think twice before taking this engagement received, while at Shrewsbury the l arge 
agai n ,  unless the meagre fee is greatly crowd that assembled to listen were well 
advanced . satisfied and expressed their pleasure by 
The concert season was brought to a close much continued clapping. Very nice 
by the Chorley Military band , and it was comments have been made on the smartness 
the same story here-bad weather. These and deportment of the band in their new 
bands who ti.·avel any d i stance must surely light summer j ackets and also on the singing 
be in debt o n  occasions like thi s .  I do hope of the band's tenor, Mr. G .  M arriot. 
that before the next season comes round the O LD BRUM I I  
secretaries o f  each band will organise a 
LONDON AREA NOTES deputation to go before the Parks Commit­tee . There is no need for me to state what 
their object should be.  
1 paid one o f  my rare visits to listen to I had a great time at Belle Vue contest, 
our local Salvation Army band, and I was and congratulate the National B and of New 
surprised at the standaard of the p l aying. Zealand on their great success.  Hanwell S i l -
1 noticed that Mr.  Humphries i s  n o w  the ver gave a most creditable show ag_ainst 
bandmaster , h aving succeeded M r .  Ernest such high company and worthily upheld the 
Foster,  who resigned owing to a serious "South . "  
accident some time ago. I believe that M r .  Northf!eet Silver are keeping a good band 
Humphries is a brother to W. Humphries . together in spite of many difficulties. I hope 
drummer for Wingates Temperance. I shall to see this band in the contest arena in the 
make it mv business to go more often at near future. 
week-end s.  ;fhe people of Wigan h ave a treat New Becontree Silver h ave been disbanded 
in store for them in the New Year, because and all the instruments have been cal led in 
a visit is being paid by the Staff Ban d .  by the trustees concerned. H ard luck, Mr .  
Please watch o u t  for further announcementR. Cooper. 
Wingates brought th eir season to a close Croydon contest on October l Oth looks l ike 
Lanes. 
. Bury Annual Brass Band Contest (4th year ) ,  will take place i n  the Drill Hall, Bury, o n  Sat , l Oth Octobu. Test-piece, " Bianca e Fernando " (W. & R . ) .  Adj udicator, Mr. Harold Moss, L.R.A . M . ,  A . R.C.M.,  Leyland . Entrance fee 2 1 /- . l st Prize, Crown Trophy and £20 ; 2nd', Co�ky Moor Trophy and £ 1 0 ; 3rd, J . P. Wolsten­holme Cup ar;d £6 ; 4th, Trustees' Cup and £4 ; 5th, Founder s Cup and £2. Mayers & Harrison Cups ' '. A '' . and " B " for Conductors of lst and 2nd pnze wmners respectively. V. & J. Braddock Cup for Youngest Player at Contest. 
All enq�iries, etc . ,  to Contest Manager, Mr. E. G. T\VEEDY, 7 Greenside, Ainsworth, Bolton 
Lanes. 
R O C H DALE 
Ninth Annual Brass Band Festival (Promoted 
by W. E. Ashworth for the 633rd Cadet Regi­
ment LA.A.  R.A. Welfare Fund ) .  To be held in 
the Drill Hall, Baron Street, on Saturday, 
October 24th. Test-piece, " Bian,ca e Fernando " 
(W. � R. ) ._ Adjudicator, Mr. Harry Mortimer, O . B . E .  Pnzes ; l st, Mayers & Harrison's Chal­
lenge Shield and £25 ; 2nd, Thomas Reynold 's 
Cup and £ 1 0 ; 3rd, the Wilbert Lord Cup and £7·  
4th, Quickfit Cup and £5. Other Cups and Cash 
pnzes. The Gertrude Chadwick Cup and £5 
awarded to the smartest band on the Festival 
day. 
Details from Mr. W. E .  ASHWORTH 
40 Lower Sheriff Street, Rochdale . Phone 2 7 8S 
YEAD O N ,  Yo rks. 
Harrogate and District Association Annual 
Brass Band Contest, Saturday, October 24th, 
�t Yeador;, Town Hall. l st Section Test-piece, 
� Undme, ,  (W. & R . )  ; 2nd Section, " Songs o f  England (\i\I. & R. ) .  March, own choice, both 
sections .  Adjudicator, Mr. Frank Braith­
waite (Huddersfield ) .  
Secretary, Mr. ARTHUR CLAYTON �+ 
Norwell View, Harehills, Leeds, 9. ' 
ALTRI N C H A M  
Second Annual Slow Melody Contest promoted 
by the Stockport Committee of North Western 
Brass Bands Association will be held at Altrinc­
ham on Saturday, 2 l st November, 1 953, at. 
3 p , m .  Three classes ; 1 .  Under 1 5  years ; 2,  
Under 18 years ; 3, Open. 
Particulars and entry forms from S. G. 
WILSOX, 76 Chapel Street, Hyde, Cheshire . 
READ I N G  
The Berkshire Home Counties Band Festival 
Guild will hold a Contest at Reading on Satur­
day, 2 1 st November. Third Section Test-piece, 
" The Dawn of Spring " (W. & R . ) ; Fourth 
Section (Brass and Reed ) ,  " O'er Hill and Dale" 
(W. & R. ) .  
Secretary, Mr. A .  J .  LE SUEUR, " Berk­
shire Chronicle " Offices, 1 7  / 1 9  Valpy Street, 
Reading, Berks. 
LEEDS 
Durham versus Yorkshire Brass Band Contest. 
in Leeds Town Hall, Sunday, 22nd November. 
Test-pieces ; Class " A , "  " Tschaikowsky " 
(W. & R . ) ; Class " B, "  " Gems of Old Eng­
land " (W. & R. ) .  
Secretary, Mr. T .  F .  ATKINSON, 44 Crossley 
Street, Gt. Horton, Bradford, Yorks. 
M A N C H ESTER 
North Western Area Brass Bands 
Association. Manchester District 
The second annual contest for member bands 
of the district will be held in the canteen of 
The Clayton Aniline Co. Ltd.,  Manchester. on 
Sunday, November 2!.lth. Section A. for bands 
of 2nd and 3rd " D . H . "  grading. Section B. for 
bands of 4th " D . H . "  grading. Section C. for 
ungraded and j unior bands. Testpiece for 
Section C.  " Dawn of Spring " (W. & R. ) .  
Adjudicator, Mr. T. F. Atkinson. 
Mr. E. C. BUTTRESS, The Clayton Aniline 
Co. Ltd. ,  Manchester, 1 1 .  
H U DDERSF I E LD 
The Huddersfield and District Brass Bands 
Association will hold their Annual Winter 
Contest in Huddersfield Town Hall on Saturday, 
I 2th December. Class A testpiece " L'Ebreo " 
(W. & R. ) .  Adj udicator required ; all inquiries to 
Mr. H .  DAY, secretary, 1 Zion St. ,  Gawthorpc. 
Ossett, Yorks. 
B R I G HTO N 
FOLLO W THE. EXAMPLE 
BANDS • • •  
OF BRITAIN,S LEADING 
' ' B U Y  U N I Q U I P ' ' 
by p aying a visit to Morecambe, and th eir h aving a bumper entry. The massed bands 
secretary tel l s  me th at two very large concert has heen cancelled in oriler that all 
· aud iences turned up to welcome them. in the three sections shall compete in the C'ivic 
fact, he l1eard that the takings were a Hal l .  Last year two hal ls were engageil but 
rPcorrl for the season.  No rlouht vVingates this was found to be very un atisfactory. I 
will be booked to give concerts in the Win- shall attend this contest and give a full 
ter G ardenR .  Bolton , in a very short time . report in next issue. 
The Eighth Annual " Daily Herald " Bras:; 
Band Summer Festival at Brighton will be held 
on J une 1 2th, 1 954. For the first time, there will 
be four competitive sections-Championship, 
Second, Third and Fourth-open io all bands, 
and not as hitherto confined to London and 
Southern Counties Area bands. The test-pieces 
will be the same as those already set for these 
sections at the 1 954 Area Championships Fourth 
section, " Beautiful Britain, " by Michel LaPrent 
(W. & R . ) .  �-. 
All INFORMATION FROM : 
THE UNlfORM CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT Co. lid., 
I 0- 1 1 Clerkenwel l  G reen, London, E.C. I .  Phone : Cierkenwell SSS 1-2-3 Grams : " U n iq u i p ,  London, E.C. I " 
Black Dyke are due at Bolton on the first Rainham V.' . III . C .  have entered two parties 
S u n d a y  in the New Year. for the London and Home Counti es Assae-
l shoulrl l ike to finish my remarks th is iation contest at Staines on October 3rcl . 
month . by mentioning a remark that I was They are also competing at the Croydon con­
tolrl was m aJe by one o f  our leading cornet test. l\f r.  J. W. Reed is do.ing goorl work 
nl avers .  His band had just come off the here , anil I shal l watch theJI first contest 
Belle Vue stage. and from all accounts they venture at Croydon since their reformation 
h ad pl ayed a wonderful show. Thi s partiC'-
1 
l ast April . Best of luck, Mr. Iron monger. 
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